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The astounding volume of camera sensors produced for and embedded in
cellular phones has led to a rapid advancement in their quality, wide avail-
ability and popularity for capturing, uploading and sharing of videos (also
referred to user-generated content or UGC). Furthermore, GPS-enabled
smartphones have become an essential contributor to location-based ser-
vices. A large number of geo-tagged photos and videos have been accumu-
lating continuously on the web, posing a challenging problem for mining
this type of media data. Existing solutions attempt to examine the sig-
nal content of the videos and recognize objects and events. This is typi-
cally time-consuming and computationally expensive and the results can
be uneven in their quality. Therefore these methods face challenges when
applied to large video repositories. Furthermore, the acquisition and trans-
mission of large amounts of video data on mobile devices face fundamental
challenges such as power and wireless bandwidth constraints. To support
diverse mobile video applications, it is critical to overcome these challenges.
Recent technological trends have opened another avenue that fuses
much more accurate, relevant data with videos: the concurrent collec-
tion of sensor-generated geospatial contextual data. The aggregation of
multi-sourced geospatial data into a standalone meta-data tag allow video
content to be identified by a number of precise, objective geospatial charac-
teristics. These so-called sensor-rich videos can conveniently be captured
with smartphones. In this thesis we investigate the transmission and pro-
cessing of sensor-rich videos in mobile environment. Our work focuses on
the following key issues for sensor-rich videos:
1) Energy-efficient video acquisition and upload. We design a system to
support energy-efficient sensor-rich video delivery. The core of our approach
is the separate transmission of the small amount of text-based geospatial
meta-data from the large binary-based video content.
2) Point of Interest (POI) detection and visual distance estimation. We
propose a technique which is able to detect interesting regions and objects
and their distances from the camera positions in a fully automated way.
3) Presentation of user generated videos. We present a system that pro-
vides an integrated solution to present videos based on keyframe extraction
and interactive, map-based browsing.
v
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4) Geo-predictive video streaming. We present a method to predict the
bandwidth change for HTTP streaming. The method makes use of the
geo-location information to build bandwidth maps to facilitate bandwidth
prediction, and efficient quality adaptation. We also propose two quality
adaptation algorithms for adaptive HTTP streaming.
Our study shows that using location and viewing direction information,
coupled with timestamps, efficient video delivery systems can be developed,
more interesting information can be mined from video repository, and user-
generated video presentation can be more natural.
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1.1 Background and Motivations
The influx of affordable, portable, and networked video cameras has made
various video applications feasible and practical. Furthermore, the com-
bination of mobile cameras with other sensors has extended plain video
sensor networks to wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs). These
are expected to be capable of managing far more and diverse information
from the real world because videos with associated scalar sensor data can
be collected, transmitted, and searched to more effectively support a wide
range of multimedia applications. These include both conventional and
emerging ones such as multimedia surveillance, environmental monitoring,
industrial process control, and location based multimedia services [5]. As
a result, various mobile devices, sensors, networks, and multimedia search
schemes have been designed and tested to implement such systems.
Traditionally, any comprehensive sensor network has been constructed
with expensive, custom hardware and network architecture for specific ap-
plications leading to limited use. Nowadays, demand for portable comput-
ing and communication devices has been increasing rapidly. Mobile devices
are increasingly popular for users to capture, upload and share videos. As
wireless connectivity is integrated into many handheld devices, streaming
multimedia content among mobile peers is becoming a popular applica-
1
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tion. Mobile data traffic, according to an annual report from Cisco [20],
continues to grow significantly due to recent strong market acceptance of
smartphones and tablet computers. The forecast also estimates that global
mobile data traffic will reach 11.2 exabytes per month (134 exabytes an-
nually); growing 13-fold from 2012 to 2017. Figure 1.1 shows that mobile
video traffic – already consisting of half of the total mobile network traffic




2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Mobile File Sharing (3.5%)
Mobile M2M (5.1%)
Mobile Web/ Data (24.9%)
Mobile Video (66.5%)
Exabytes per Month 66% CAGR 2012-2017
Figures in legend refer to traffic share in 2017.
Source: Cisco VNI Mobile Forecast, 2013
Figure 1.1: Mobile video will generate over 66 percent of mobile data traffic
by 2017 [20].
However, the acquisition and transmission of large amounts of video
data on mobile devices face fundamental challenges such as power and wire-
less bandwidth constraints. Furthermore, the search and presentation of
large video databases still remains a very challenging task. Mobile stream-
ing suffers from discontinuous playback which affect the user perceived
Quality of Service (QoS). To support diverse mobile video applications, it
is critical to overcome these challenges.
There are currently two prevalent methods to make video content
searchable. First, there is a significant body of research on content-based
video retrieval, which employs techniques that extract features based on
the visual signals of a video. While progress has been very significant in
2
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this area, achieving high accuracy with this approach is difficult. For ex-
ample, this method is often limited to specific domains such as sports or
news content, and applying them to large-scale video repositories creates
significant scalability problems. The second method utilizes searchable text
annotations embedded in video content; however high-level concepts must
often be added manually and embedded text annotations can be ambiguous
and subjective.
Recent technological trends have opened another avenue that fuses
much more accurate, relevant data with videos: the concurrent collec-
tion of sensor-generated geospatial contextual data. The aggregation of
multi-sourced geospatial data into a standalone meta-data tag allow video
content to be identified by a number of precise, objective geospatial charac-
teristics. These so-called sensor-rich videos can conveniently be captured
with smartphones. Importantly, the recorded sensor-data streams enable
processing and result presentation in novel and useful ways.
Location is one of the important cues when people are retrieving rel-
evant videos. A search keyword often can be interpreted as a point or
regional location in the geo-space. Some types of video data are natu-
rally tied to geographical locations. For example, video data from traffic
monitoring may not have much meaning without its associated location
information. Thus, in such applications, one needs a specific location to
retrieve the traffic video at that point. Hence, combining video data with
its location information can provide an effective way to index and search
videos, especially when a database handles an extensive amount of video
data.
For mobile video delivery, network condition can be predicted based
on the history data in the same location. Bandwidth maps [98] can be built
with location and network throughput information. Afterwards, one can
predict the future bandwidth by using bandwidth maps.
Current-generation smartphones have GPS receivers, compasses, and
accelerometers all embedded into a small, portable, energy-efficient pack-
age. When aggregated, the resulting meta-data can provide a comprehen-
sive and easily identifiable model of a video’s viewable scene, which can




In the presence of such meta-data, a wide range of novel applications
can be developed. However, there are still many open, fundamental re-
search questions in this field. Most videos captured are not panoramic and
as a result the viewing direction becomes very important. GPS data only
identifies object locations and therefore it is imperative to investigate the
natural concepts of a viewing direction and a view point. For example, the
location of the most salient object in the video is often not at the position of
the camera, but may in fact be quite a distance away. Consider the example
of a user videotaping the pyramids of Giza – he or she would probably need
to stand at a considerable distance. The question arises whether a video
database search can accommodate such human friendly views. Cameras
may also be mobile and thus the concept of a camera location is extended
to a trajectory. Therefore, unlike still images a single point location will not
be adequate to describe the geographic region covered in the video. The
continuous evolvement of cameras’ location, viewing direction and other
sensor data should be modeled and stored in the video database.
Researchers have only recently started to investigate and understand
the implications of the trends brought about by technological advances
in sensor-rich video. There is tremendous potential that has yet to be
explored.
1.2 Research Work and Contributions
In this thesis we focus on how to efficiently transmit, process and present
the sensor-rich videos. Figure 1.2 illustrates the proposed framework. We
will next discuss each of these issues in more details.
1.2.1 Energy-Efficient Video Acquisition and Upload
Employing smartphones as the choice of mobile devices, we propose a new
approach to support energy-efficient mobile video capture and their trans-
mission [44]. Based on the important observation that not all collected
videos have high priority (i.e., many of them will not be requested and
viewed immediately), the core of our approach is to separate the small
amount of text-based geospatial meta-data of concurrently captured video
4
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Figure 1.2: The framework of sensor-rich video transmission and process-
ing.
content from the large binary-based video content. This small amount of
meta-data is then transmitted to a server in real-time, while the video con-
tent will remain on the recording device, creating an extensive, resource
efficient catalogue of video content, searchable by viewable scene proper-
ties established from meta-data attached to each video. Should a particular
video be requested, only then will it be transmitted from the camera to the
server in an on-demand manner (preferably, only the relevant segments, not
the entire videos). The delivery of unrequested video content to a server
can be delayed until a faster connection is available.
The main contributions of this work are listed as follows:
• Saving bandwidth. Our strategy of uploading the sensor informa-
tion in real-time while transmitting the bulky video data on demand
later reduces the transmission of uninteresting videos. The total data
transmitted from mobile device to server can be reduced up to 81.6%
in our experiments. Therefore by applying this strategy, the wireless
network transmission burden can be reduced.
• Reducing energy consumption. Videos will be uploaded only
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when they are requested, therefore the energy consumption for wire-
less transmission can be reduced (about 21.1% in our experiments).
This operation substantially prolongs the device usage time while
ensuring a low search latency.
1.2.2 Point of Interest Detection and Visual Distance
Estimation
We present our unique and unconventional solution to address three impor-
tant challenges in mobile video management: (1) how to find interesting
places (Point of Interest - POI) in user-generated sensor-rich videos, (2) how
to leverage the viewing direction together with the GPS location to identify
the salient objects in a video, and (3) how to efficiently estimate the visual
distance to objects in a video frame. We do not restrict the movement of
the camera operator (for example to a road network) and hence assume
that mobile videos may be shot along a free-moving trajectory. At first, to
obtain a viewable scene description, we continuously collect GPS location
and viewing direction information (via a compass sensor) together with the
video frames. Then the collected data are sent via the wireless network to
server. This is practically achievable today as smartphones contain all the
necessary sensors for recording videos that are annotated with meta-data.
On the server side, in the first stage we process the sensor meta-data of
a collective set of videos to identify POIs containing important objects or
places. The second stage computes a set of visual distances R between the
camera locations and the POIs. Finally, the obtained POI and R are ready
for other usage.
Our method is complementary to other approaches while it also has
some specific strengths. Methods that use content-based analysis, such
as Google Goggles, require distinctive features of known landmarks (i.e.,
structures). For example, Goggles may not be able to recognize a famous
lake because of a lack of unique features. Our approach crowd-sources “in-
teresting” spots automatically. Our POI estimation is not solely designed
to be a standalone method. We take advantage of using existing land-
mark databases if available. There exists considerable research literature
on detecting landmark places from photos. Compared to prior studies, ours
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differs in the following aspects:
• Accurate POI detection. We identify the location of interesting
places that appear in users’ videos, rather than the location where
the user was standing, holding the camera.
• Automaticity. The proposed technique is fully automatic. It also
does not require any training set.
• Scalability. The approach is scalable to large video repositories as
it does not rely on complex video signal analysis, but rather leverages
the geographic properties of associated meta-data, which can be done
computationally fast.
POI detection can be useful in a number of application fields such
as providing video summaries for tourists, or as a basis for city planning.
Additionally, automatic and detailed video tagging can be done and even
simple video search can benefit.
1.2.3 Keyframe Presentation of User Generated Videos
on a Map Interface
To present user-generated videos that relate to geographic areas for easy ac-
cess and browsing, it is often natural to use maps as interfaces. A common
approach is to place thumbnail images of video keyframes in appropriate
locations. Here we consider the challenge of determining which keyframes
to select and where to place them on the map.
We present a system that provides an integrated solution to present
videos based on keyframe extraction and interactive, map-based brows-
ing [45, 91]. As a key feature, the system automatically computes popular
places based on the collective information from all the available videos. For
each video it then extracts keyframes and renders them at their proper loca-
tion on the map synchronously with the video playback. All the processing
is performed in real-time, which allows for an interactive exploration of all
the videos in a geographic area.
The main contributions of this work are listed as follows:
• Automaticity. The proposed technique is fully automatic and re-
quires no manual intervention.
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• Scalability. The method is highly scalable since its processing is
performed on the meta-data, which is small in size relative to the
video data.
• Real-time. Our keyframe extraction method is very suitable to be
executed near real-time – extract keyframe while the video is still
being captured, the reasons are: 1) the algorithm does not assume a
fixed number of keyframes in advance; instead, it selects keyframes
appropriate for the actual video content 2) it does not need the
global information about the video content 3) the computation is
light-weight because of the use of metadata.
1.2.4 Geo-Predictive Video Streaming
We propose an approach for geo-predictive video streaming: GTube. We
develop a smartphone application to gather network information and re-
late it to a certain location given by the GPS. The information collected is
used to create the coverage and bandwidth database that will be used to
build the bandwidth map. For estimating the future network condition, a
path prediction and a geo-based bandwidth estimation method is presented
that utilize the bandwidth map. Finally, we provide two quality adaptation
algorithms which make use of the predicted bandwidth obtained in the pre-
vious step. The proposed scheme enables the mobile client to intelligently
use the location-specific bandwidth information in making quality adapta-
tion decisions. Overall, the solution achieves a balance between resource
demands and quality of service.
The list of itemized contributions for this work are as follows:
• Quick adaptation. Our approach can help streaming application
to achieve fast and smooth adaptation to the varying network condi-
tions.
• Improved bandwidth utilization. Our approach provides higher
bandwidth utilization (up to 93.3%).
• Guaranteed QoE. Our approach is effective to achieve continuous




The remainder of this thesis describes our approach in details. We will
start with a survey of the related work and techniques in Chapter 2. Chap-
ter 3 presents the design of a system for energy-efficient sensor-rich video
acquisition and upload. Chapter 4 introduces the POI detection and vi-
sual distance estimation method. Chapter 5 presents a demonstration of
keyframe presentation of user generated videos on map interface. Chap-
ter 6 describes a geo-predictive video streaming system. Finally, Chapter 7
concludes with a summary of the proposed research and outlines future
work in this space.
1.4 Terminology Definitions
Before we proceed, we introduce useful concepts, abbreviation and sym-
bolic notations for the purpose of easy reading and mathematical clarity.
Table 1.1 shows the abbreviations used in this thesis. Table 1.2 presents
all the symbols and their meanings briefly.
Location-Based Services (LBS) are mobile services for providing
information that has been created, compiled, selected or filtered under con-
sideration of the users’ current locations or those of other persons or mobile
devices [60]. Typical examples are restaurant finders, buddy trackers, navi-
gation services or applications in the areas of mobile marketing and mobile
gaming. The attractiveness of LBSs is due to the fact that users are not
required to enter location information manually but are automatically pin-
pointed and tracked.
Geographic Information System (GIS) is a system designed to
capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present all types of geo-
graphical data [67]. GIS allows us to view, understand, question, interpret,
and visualize data in many ways that reveal relationships, patterns, and
trends in the form of maps, globes, reports, and charts. GIS applications
are tools that allow users to create interactive queries, analyze spatial in-
formation, edit data in maps, and present the results of all these opera-
tions [21].
Georeferencing, or how location is represented, is a fundamental is-
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sue in GIS. Location can be represented in many ways [108]: established
place names (“San Francisco”), user-dependent place names (“Grandma’s
house”), street addresses, zip codes, latitude/longitude coordinates, Eu-
clidean coordinates with respect to some origin, and so forth. To georef-
erence something means to define its existence in physical space. That is,




WMSNs Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks
FOV camera Field-of-View
GPS Global Positioning System
MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group
WWMX World Wide Media eXchange
WWAN Wireless Wide Area Network
PS − Amy Power Save-based Adaptive Multimedia Delivery Mechanism
DV FS Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
WNI Wireless Network Interface
WNIC Wireless Network Interface Controller
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
RTP Real-time Transport Protocol
RTSP Real-time Streaming Protocol
PSS Packet-switched Streaming Service
3GPP The 3rd Generation Partnership Project
DASH Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
XML Extensible Markup Language
HDS Adobe’s HTTP Dynamic Streaming
F4M Flash Media Manifest File Format
F4F MP4 Fragment Format
FMS Flash Media Server
IIS Internet Information Services
ISOBMFF ISO Base Media File Format
RESTful Representational State Transfer
HLS HTTP Live Streaming
M3U8 computer file format that stores multimedia playlists
QDASH QoE-aware DASH system
MDP Markov Decision Process
V RM Video Request Message
V NEM Video does not Exist Message
AP Access Point
Immediate captured video are uploaded to the server immediately
and completely
OnDemand captured video are uploaded in an on-demand manner
POI Point of Interest in video which contains important
objects and places
MOS Mean Opinion Score
QoS Quality of Service
QoE Quality of Experience
k −NN k-Nearest Neighbor
IDW Inverse Distance Weighted




P latitude, camera location
longitude
α radians camera orientation
θ radians viewable angle
R m effective visible distance
Rmax m maximum visible distance
tf s frame timecode
tFOV s time instant when the FOV is recorded
nid ID of mobile device
vid ID of video file
inServer binary tag for each FOV indicating whether the
corresponding video frame exists on the server
w WiFi type used
NAP number of access points
Nnode number of mobile nodes
ts s timestamp in seconds
T ts simulation time
λq query event arrival rate (per timestamp ts)
Mq mean query rectangle size as a percentage of
the map area
h query rectangle clustering parameter
λc capture event arrival rate (per timestamp ts)
Dc (e
Dc)× ts is the duration of a capture event
Nf number of FOVs
Ng number of grid cells
bw Mbit/s bandwidth measurement of mobile client
t s time instant at which bandwidth was recorded
s m/s speed of the mobile client
g latitude, current GPS sample point
longitude
M = (B,L) bandwidth map. B-bandwidth, L-location
r Mbit/s encoding media bitrate for current video
quality level used
β s current buffered media duration
ρ′ Mbit/s predicted bandwidth for the next time step




In this chapter, we provide a literature review of the research work related
to the transmission, processing and presentation of sensor-rich videos. Fig-
ure 2.1 shows the classification of the related work. The colored circle
refers to different research fields, while the intersection part refers to some
more specific area. The arrows point to my research work which will be
introduced in the following chapters.
We start the survey by reviewing existing energy and power man-
agement techniques based on system-level and application-level methods.
Next, some existing work in geo-referenced digital media are discussed,
followed by a section describing geo-location mining techniques. Then we
describe various video presentation methods. Finally, related work about
adaptive HTTP streaming are introduced.
2.1 Energy Management on Mobile Devices
As wireless communication technology advances, more and more services
and multimedia applications are supported in new generation’s mobile
phones. Although, the new enhanced features push the energy consump-
tion to prohibitively high values. The device size and the small battery
lifetime keep limiting the available power resources. Thus, the need for
efficient power management techniques arises. According to the research
13
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Figure 2.1: Classification of the related work.
field of interest, energy consumption issues can be approached differently
and alternative energy management techniques can be suggested. Energy
management techniques for mobile devices can be categorized as either
system-level or application-level method.
2.1.1 System-Level Energy Management
For a system level analysis one can focus on the energy consumption of the
various CPUs, memories, interconnecting buses, the display and the RF
part of the multi-core platform. Viredaz et al. [114] and Sklavos et al. [100]
surveyed many energy-saving techniques for handheld devices in terms of
improving the design and cooperation of system hardware, software as well
as multiple sensing sources.
In Table 2.1, one can see the participation of the various semiconductor
components in the total power consumption based on the results obtained
in [90]. According to the Table, the most power consuming subsystem is the
application engine, followed by the cellular one with an important amount
14
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Subsystem Application Application Subsystem Subsystem
Energy Energy
Distribution Distribution
A/V and Transport 4.4%
Video Encode 9.9%
Audio 15.5% Multimedia 39.5%
Modem Processing Multimedia 9.8%
Modem Processing 8.3%
Receive 5.0% Modem 21.5%
Transmit 8.2% Operation
Memory 19.4% Memory 19.4%
LCD Control 3.7% LCD 17.5%
LCD Driver 13.9%
Other Peripherals/Units 2% Others 2%
Table 2.1: Typical energy consumption distribution in a smartphone with
multimedia capabilities [90].
of energy spent for modem/RF applications. Immediately after comes the
memory subsystem, in the scale of importance, that seems to contribute
significantly in the consumption of power resources. Finally, the fourth-
most power consuming structure of portable devices is the display, whereas
a 2% of the total power is spent by the other peripherals and controllers.
After obtaining a general idea on how the total energy of modern wireless
devices is distributed, we can take a look into the various energy-saving
techniques for sub-units and entire system.
In order to reduce the power consumed by the display, the use of
energy-adaptive display systems has been proposed [71]. According to this
technique the quality of the display, meaning colors, brightness and size, is
each time adjusted to the application preferences and the user’s demands.
Low Power Memories is proposed in [112].
In order to reduce the overall system’s power consumption, a com-
monly employed approach suggests the idling, stop clocking the circuits
or modules that they are not used. Having grouped different functions
in different clock domains, the power manager unit with the appropriate
software can suspend or reduce the clock of selected units [47, 52]. An-
other technique called dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), can
be applied to manage the decrease of power consumption of the applica-
tion processor [73, 111]. This DVFS method enables the scaling of supply
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voltages and clock frequencies during the execution, allowing a dynamic
change of the system performance. Turducken [102] investigated the appli-
cation scheduling problem across heterogeneous subsystems to maximize
the battery lifetime of a mobile device. Min et al. analyzed the interac-
tions between the CPU and LCD as well as WNIC, and then proposes an
integrated power management scheme, S-IPM [74].
2.1.2 Application-Level Energy Management
Application-level techniques try to optimize power consumption taking ad-
vantage of application specific run-time information. The methodology
relies on a functional rather than architectural partitioning of the sys-
tem. This has the advantage of creating an application dependent but
architecture-independent model, which can be hence adapted and reused
across different architectures.
Stemm et al. [103] concluded that power drained by the network in-
terface constitutes a large fraction of the total power used by the PDA by
measuring the power usage of two PDAs. Some research efforts on energy
management for multi-radio devices investigated the idea of wireless wake-
ups [94, 82, 32, 3, 83]: switching between radio on multi-radio devices to
reduce the overall energy consumption. They have shown the benefit in
terms of energy saving of using a low power air interface to wake up the
higher one. This allows the high power air interface to be switched off for
a longer period, and be woken up only when needed.
Wang et al. [115] proposed a hierarchical approach for managing sen-
sors in order to achieve human state recognition in an energy efficient man-
ner. The SeeMon system [54] is a scalable and energy-efficient context
monitoring framework for sensor-rich and resource limited mobile environ-
ments. Rav-Acha et al. [85] have drawn attention to the tradeoff between
energy and location accuracy.
As multimedia streaming gains popularity among mobile users, power-
efficient streaming for mobile devices has been studied actively during the
recent years [81, 22, 111, 58, 72]. Qiu et al. [81] provided a model of
dynamic power management in a distributed multimedia system with a
required quality of service (QoS). QoS in this context refers to the com-
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bination of the average service time (delay), the service time variation
(jitter), and the network loss rate. Based on this mathematical model, the
power-optimal policy is obtained by solving a linear programming prob-
lem. Similarly, Mcmullin et al. [72] proposed a Power Save-based Adaptive
Multimedia Delivery Mechanism (PS-AMy) which makes a seamless multi-
media adaptation based on the current energy level and packet loss, in order
to enable the multimedia streaming to last longer which maintaining ac-
ceptable user-perceived quality levels. Mohapatra et al. [22, 111] integrated
low-level hardware optimizations with high level middleware adaptations
for enhancing the user experience for streaming video onto handheld com-
puters. Korhonen et al. [58] reduced the energy consumed at Wireless
Network Interface (WNI) by transmitting data packets as bursts, hence
leaving WNI more time between bursts in standby mode.
2.1.3 Summary
As the wireless communications are growing and the user’s demands for rich
multimedia portable devices with long battery life are increasing, power
consumption in portable systems becomes a critical issue. Estimating the
total power consumption of new generations’ complex devices with multiple
power consuming sources can be quite tricky. According to the research
point of view, different results can be extracted and different solutions
are proposed. For a system level analysis one can focus on the power
consumption of the various CPUs, memories, interconnecting buses, the
display and the RF part of the multi-core platform. For the application
level analysis, high-performance and low-power application have been and
continue to be developed.
Based on the above discussion, there has been a dramatic advance in
the research and development of mobil multimedia systems. However, due
to the limited energy supply in mobile device batteries, unfriendly wireless
network conditions, and stringent QoS requirement, enabling power-aware
mobile multimedia is extremely challenging. Power management in a sys-
tem can be done by providing different system power states. Each power
state has its own properties of power consumption and performance ratio.
Power manager controls the transition of system states from one to another
17
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Energy-Aware Related Work Power Reduction Technique
System Design
Workload [47, 52]  Modules scheduling
driven
Consumption [102, 74]  Maximizing available battery capacity
driven
Context [71]  Energy-adaptive display
driven [112]  Low power memory
[73, 111]  DVFS
Service [94, 82, 32, 3, 83]  Wireless wakeup
driven [81, 22, 111, 58, 72]  Power-efficient streaming
Table 2.2: Energy management techniques in mobile systems.
according to the power management polices. Power management policy is
formed by a set of control rules. The policies are classified below:
1) Workload driven policy
In workload driven policy, the component is put into power down mode
if it is idle for certain amount of idle time period.
2) Consumption driven policy
Consumption driven policy aims to get the maximum battery life time
by considering battery characteristics into account to level the discharging
profile over time than just to minimize the power consumption as in work-
load driven policies. Battery time can be extended longer if the discharge
is kept constant.
3) Context driven policy
Context driven policy tries to use the environment variables like the
RF filed, the intensity of the ambient light, the remaining battery capacity,
the temperature inside the phone, etc. to influence the power management.
4) Service driven policy
In service driven control policy, the power management is done by
adjusting the provided services parameters of the system. The data stream
created by the system, applications, or the user is managed.
We summarized these power management schemes in Table 2.2. The
power management implementation should make use of the power manage-
ment policies in order to achieve the maximum energy saving.
Our work on sensor-rich video acquisition and upload achieves energy
efficiency by separating the descriptive sensor information from the bulky
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video data and by delaying the transmission of the actual video. The
approach can be categorized as service driven policy. A collaborative re-
lationship between the operating system and applications is used to meet
user-specified goals for battery duration. By monitoring energy supply and
demand, it is able to balance the tradeoff between energy conservation and
application quality.
2.2 Geo-Referenced Digital Media
Associating GPS coordinates and other sensor data with digital photographs
has become an active area of research [10]. In this section we will intro-
duce the methods consider images and then move on to videos. We will
also mention a few commercial GPS-enabled cameras that produce geo-
referenced images/videos. Furthermore, there are also some existing work
about video sensor network.
2.2.1 Techniques for Geo-referenced Images
There has been research on organizing and browsing personal photos ac-
cording to location and time. Toyama et al. [108] introduced a meta-data
powered image search and built a database, also known as World Wide
Media eXchange (WWMX), which indexes photographs using location co-
ordinates and time. A number of additional techniques in this direction
have been proposed [77, 84]. PhotoCompas [77] is a system that utilizes
the time and location information embedded in digital photographs to auto-
matically organize a personal photo collection. To create the event/location
grouping they used a combination of existing time-based event detection
techniques and a temporal-geographical clustering algorithm to group pho-
tos according to locations and time-based events.
There are also several commercial web sites [33, 35, 117] that allow
the upload and navigation of georeferenced photos. Flickr [33] is a popular
photo-sharing website. Flickr employs various means for its users to geo-
reference (or, “geo-tagged”) their photographs - most prominently, Flickr
supplies a map interface through which users can “drag” their photos to the
map locations where the photos were taken. In addition, many photos are
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geotagged using GPS logs or location-aware devices become more available.
All these techniques use only the camera geo-coordinates as the reference
location in describing images.
Ephstein et al. [28] proposed to relate images with their view frustum
(viewable scene) and used a scene-centric ranking to generate a hierarchi-
cal organization of images. Several additional methods are proposed for
organizing [97, 51] and browsing [34, 107] images based on camera loca-
tion, direction and additional meta-data. Kennedy et al. [57] presents an
approach to extract tags that represent landmarks and shows how to use
unsupervised methods to extract representative views and images for each
landmark.
2.2.2 Techniques for Geo-referenced Videos
There exist only a few systems that associate videos with their correspond-
ing geo-location. Hwang et al. [48] presents a scheme for indexing geo-
graphic video based on MPEG-7 standard, and for containing geographic
information of captured scenes, e.g., 3D location and attitude of camera
used to record the video. Ueda et al. [110] proposed a system for retrieval
and summary creation of video data based on geographic objects. This
method is applied to video data captured by wearable cameras.
Liu et al. [65, 66] presented a sensor enhanced video annotation system
(referred to as SEVA) which enables searching videos for the appearance
of particular objects. SEVA’s goal is to design a new multimedia paradigm
which enhances digital recording devices with sensor technology to auto-
matically record the most important contextual metadata – when, where,
who and what – along with visual images and videos. Then high-level
applications can then be built on top of such a substrate. SEVA serves
as a good example to show how a sensor-rich, controlled environment can
support interesting applications. However it does not propose a broadly
applicable approach to sensor-annotated videos for effective video search.
Arslan Ay et al. [10, 9, 11] described a camera’s viewable scene in 2D
space. A camera positioned at a given point P in geo-space captures a
scene whose covered area is referred to as the camera field-of-view (FOV,
also called the viewable scene). The FOV model describes a camera’s view-
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able scene in 2D space with four parameters: camera location P , camera
orientation α, viewable angle θ and visible distance R (see Eqn. (2.1)).
FOV ≡ 〈P, α, θ, R〉 (2.1)
The camera position P consists of the latitude and longitude coordi-
nates read from a positioning device (e.g., GPS) and the camera direction α
is obtained based on the orientation angle provided by a digital compass. R
is the maximum visible distance from P at which a large object within the
camera’s field-of-view can be recognized. The angle θ is calculated based on
the camera and lens properties for the current zoom level [41]. The collected
meta-data streams are analogous to sequences of 〈nid,vid,tFOV ,tf ,P ,α,θ,R〉
tuples, where nid represents the ID of the mobile device, vid is the ID of
the video file and tFOV indicates the time instant at which the FOV is
recorded. The timecode associated with each video frame is denoted by tf .
In 2D space, the field-of-view of the camera at time tFOV forms a
pie-slice-shaped area as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of FOV in 2D space.
The FOV model can be used to describe the geographic coverage of the
video content in order to retrieve the video sections that show a particular
point or region.
By making use of this FOV model, Shen et al. [93] designed a system
to automatically generate tags for outdoor videos based on their geographic
properties, to index the videos based on their generated tags and to provide
textual search services.
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2.2.3 Commercial Products
There exist several GPS-enabled digital cameras which can save the loca-
tion information with the digital image file as a picture is taken (e.g., Sony
GPS-CS1, Ricoh 500SE, Nikon D90 with GP-1). Recent models addition-
ally record the current heading (e.g., Ricoh SE-3, Solmeta DP-GPS N2).
All these cameras support geo-tagging for still images only. Recently, mo-
bile phones equipped with video camera, GPS, and digital compass have
veen introduced (e.g., Apple iPhone 5). We believe that, as more still cam-
eras (with video mode) and video camcorders will incorporate GPS and
compass sensors, more location and direction tagged videos will be pro-
duced and there will be a strong need to perform efficient and effective
search and management on those video data.
2.2.4 Video Sensor Networks
There are many sensor networking applications that can significantly ben-
efit from the presence of video information. These applications can include
both video-only sensor networks or sensor networking applications in which
video-based sensors augment their traditional scalar sensor counterparts.
Examples of such applications include environmental monitoring, health-
care monitoring, emergency response, robotics, and security/surveillance
applications. Video sensor networks, however, provide a formidable chal-
lenge to the underlying infrastructure due to the relatively large computa-
tional and bandwidth requirements of the resulting video data.
In [5, 6], Akyildiz et al. surveyed the state of the art in algorithms,
protocols, and hardware for the development of wireless multimedia sen-
sor networks (WMSNs), and discuss existing solutions and open research
issues at the application, transport, network, link, and physical layers of
the communication stack, along with possible cross-layer synergies and op-
timizations.
Panoptes [31] used a camera device based on a Intel StrongARM PDA
platform with a Logitech Webcam as the vision sensor and 802.11b for
wireless communication. SensEye [59] is a multi-tier network of heteroge-
neous wireless nodes and cameras. Low-power cameras, which are capable
of taking low-resolution images, form the bottom level. When an object
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of interest is identified, these sensors trigger cameras at a higher tier on
demand to take better images. In contrast, our proposed system uses off-
the-shelf mobile devices. This provides mobility and can also simplify the
deployment burden.
2.2.5 Summary
Geo-referenced media provide the metadata of media’s context which can
be used to improve the efficiency of media retrieval. This greatly expanded
knowledge of the contents of videos and images.
In the above section, we surveyed the geo-referenced techniques for im-
ages and videos. Most of the applications and use cases can be categorized
in the following groups:
• Browsing, organizing and summarizing media collections.
• Social and collaborative sharing.
• Mining knowledge from geo-referenced media.
• Learning landmarks in the world.
Their features for each class are shown in Table 2.3. Content in photo
and video collections is continuing to explode with the advent of digital
cameras and camcorders that make recording pictures and video virtually
free. However, managing and searching through libraries containing thou-
sands of photos and hundreds of videos has become a major challenge.
While manual organization and annotation of such content is tedious, au-
tomated tagging can vastly improve search capabilities of such libraries and
simplify the task of managing multimedia content.
Our objective is to describe the geographic coverage of the video con-
tent in order to retrieve the video sections that show a particular point
or region. Specifically we have put forward a viewable scene model that
is comprised of a camera’s position in conjunction with its view direction,
distance, and zoom level. There are several compelling features to our ap-
proach. First, the meta-data for the viewable scene model can be collected
automatically by using various sensor on a phone, such as a GPS and a
compass. This eliminates manual work and allows the annotation process
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Geo-referenced Media Related Main Features
Work
Browsing, organizing [108, 77]  The cognitive values of geo-location
and summarizing [97, 51] makes it extremely helpful in
media collections [48, 84] organizing, browsing and visualizing
[10] media collections
Social and [33, 35]  Enabling users to share their pictures
collaborative sharing [117] and videos with other Internet users
Mining knowledge [107]  Extracting location semantics
from geo-referenced  Learning tourism knowledge
media  Culture discovery
Learning landmarks [34, 57]  Building world-wide landmark
in the world database
 Landmark recognition
Table 2.3: Geo-referenced digital media
to be accurate and scalable. Second, queries can be processed effectively
and efficiently in geospace.
We believe that with these meta-data obtained automatically when
video is captured, more useful and low-cost application can be explored.
2.3 Geo-Location Mining
Geo-location mining is the process of discovering interesting and previ-
ously unknown, but potentially useful pattern from large spatial datasets.
Knowledge about the positions of mobile objects has led to location-based
services and applications, which need to know the approximate position of
a mobile user in order to operate.
2.3.1 Mining Location History
During the past years, trajectory mining of moving objects and location
history mining have attracted significant research efforts. An area of in-
vestigation has considered the prediction of the movement of mobile users
by mining trajectories [12, 120, 76]. Location-based recommendation sys-
tems [80, 105] have also been investigated to provide navigation informa-
tion. Giannotti et al. [37] mined similar sequences from user’s moving
trajectories, and Hariharan et al. [46] presented a framework to parse and
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model location histories. Li et al. [62] mined user similarities based on
location histories, and Zheng et al. [124, 125] have investigated mining
correlations among locations and between interesting locations and travel
sequences. The main differentiation between these prior methods and our
proposed approach is their isolated use of the location information while we
focus on a multi-sensor, multi-video approach that enables the computation
of more compehensive result information.
2.3.2 Landmark Mining from Social Sharing Web-
sites
Some related work focuses on landmark mining using user-generated texts
or photos. Ji et al. [50] mined city landmarks from blogs by exploiting
graphic models. Kennedy et al. [56] adopted a tag-location-vision strategy
to group city views from geo-tagged Flickr photos of San Francisco. Zheng
et al. [126] investigated finding highly photographed landmarks automati-
cally from a large collection of geotagged photos. The key difference from
prior work is that we identify the location of places (or buildings, etc.)
that are of interest to people, not the camera location (which could be far
away). Thus the video can be associated with the object(s) that are the
focus of attention in a video.
2.4 Video Presentation
There exists rich research on video presentation. In general, a good video
presentation is not only an effective summarization of content, but also has
visually pleasing and compact form.
2.4.1 Keyframe Extraction
A number of methods exist for shot boundary detection and keyframe ex-
traction. Cotsaces et al. [23] described how a shot change can be catego-
rized into the following: hard cut, fade, dissolve, and wipe. Lienhart [63]
compared various automatic shot boundary detection algorithms with a
diverse set of video sequences and concluded that all these algorithms were
influenced negatively by global and local motion in the video. A formal
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study of the shot boundary detection problem was presented by Yuan et
al. [121]. After shot boundaries have been detected, a general method is
to pick the first or the last frame of every shot as a keyframe [92]. The
merit of such a method is that it is simple to implement, but may lead to
undesirable results when motion intensity becomes high, because neither
the first nor the last frame can always represents the main content of shots.
Most existing keyframe extraction techniques are based on the signal
content of video streams [123, 116, 127]. Due to the time-consuming pro-
cedure of video decoding and the complex computations involved, these
methods lack scalability.
2.4.2 Video Summarization
The existing video summary methods can be classified into two categories:
dynamic skimming and static summary, from the viewpoint of presentation
style. Dynamic skimming is a new generated video sequence composed of
a series of sub-clips from one or multiple video sequences or a collection of
photos [16, 42, 53, 69, 101], while static summary is usually one or multiple
images extracted or generated from video keyframes so that it is more con-
venient for transmission and storage [38, 70]. On the other hand, from the
perspective of the presented content, static summarization of video can be
further classified into two paradigms: frame-based and Regions-of-Interest
(ROIs)-based. The first paradigm extracts a set of representative keyframes
and then arranges these keyframes into a synthesized image according to
a certain storyline [19, 95, 70, 109]. The second paradigm first extracts
saliency regions in the keyframes and then arranges in a given canvas [86].
Similar works on photo collection can be found in [26, 89].
2.4.3 Summary
Video summarization removes the redundant data in videos and makes
an abstract representation or summary of the contents, which is exhibited
to users in a readable fashion to facilitate browsing. Video summarization
complements video retrieval, by making browsing of retrieved videos faster,
especially when the total size of the retrieved videos is large: the user can
browse through the abstract representations to locate the desired videos.
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2.5 Adaptive HTTP Streaming
In the streaming media industry, HTTP-based media delivery has emerged
as a de-facto streaming standard over recent years, replacing the existing
media transport protocols such as RTP/RTSP. Despite its higher commu-
nication overhead and somewhat lack of technical finesse, its simple down-
loading model has attracted many content publishers, in part because it can
reach a wide audience due to its high network penetrability and excellent
match with existing HTTP-based caching infrastructures.
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Figure 2.3: Dynamic Adaptive Streaming of HTTP (DASH) system.
The 3GPP group recently standardized the adaptive HTTP streaming
solution [104] as part of a Packet-switched Streaming Service (PSS) [113].
Adaptive HTTP streaming in 3GPP PSS follows a strategy of sequentially
requesting and receiving small media chunks of the multimedia content,
so-called media segments. 3GPP PSS adaptive HTTP streaming further
enables the client to request media segments from different representa-
tions to react to varying network resources. Each representation consists
of multiple media segments containing a certain duration of media data and
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encoded at a specific bitrate. Figure 2.3 shows a 3GPP adaptive HTTP
streaming system. In the following paragraphs we briefly review several
popular, commercial HTTP streaming solutions.
Adobe’s HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS) is based on their MP4 frag-
ment format (F4F) and its corresponding XML-based proprietary manifest
file (F4M) [2]. HDS can be served from Flash Media Server (FMS) or an
Apache server. The Adobe Flash Player is used on the client side to receive
and render streams.
Microsoft’s Smooth Streaming solution is a compact and efficient method
for the real-time delivery of MP4 files from the company’s IIS web server,
using a fragmented, MP4-inspired ISOBMFF [122] file structure. The
Smooth Streaming file format consists of a single physical file that encap-
sulates multiple self-contained “virtual” segments which can be retrieved
through the use of a RESTful URL. This means that it requires a dedicated
streaming web server that understands how to translate the URL requests
into the corresponding byte offsets.
Apple has developed HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [7] which uses an
MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) as its delivery container format and an
extension of the existing proprietary MP3 playlist file format, M3U8, as its
media descriptor container format. Nevertheless, Apple’s solution has been
widely supported by newer mobile devices and popular streaming platforms
due to Apple’s recent dominance in the smartphone and tablet markets.
2.5.2 Quality Adaptation in Adaptive HTTP Stream-
ing
There exists some prior work on the quality adaptation algorithm in HTTP
streaming. Liu et al. [64] proposed an algorithm which compares the seg-
ment fetch time with the media duration contained in the segment to detect
congestion and probe the spare network capacity. De et al. [25] proposed a
Quality Adaptation Controller for live adaptive video streaming designed
by employing feedback control theory. The controller tries to maintain the
buffer level as stable as possible to match the video bitrate with the avail-
able bandwidth. QDASH [75] is a QoE-aware DASH system which takes
into account the effect of the transition of quality levels on the QoE. Xiang
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et al. [118] focused on the quality adaptation algorithm for streaming scal-
able video in wireless networks. They formulated the quality adaptation
problem as an Markov Decision Process (MDP) and used dynamic pro-
gramming to solve the problem. Some research efforts provided evaluation
on comparing the quality adaptation algorithms in the existing commer-
cial players, and identified major differences between these adaptive media
players on the market [87, 4].
For video quality adaptation, the existing HTTP streaming techniques
only focus on the reaction to network conditions and player behavior. In
contrast, our technique applies a predictive scheme to allow a more flexible
operation.
2.5.3 Location-Aided Video Delivery Systems
Recently some video delivery systems associated with location information
have been proposed [24, 98, 119, 88]. Curcio et al. [24] predicted network
bandwidth for the future locations and adjusted the buffering parameters.
However, they only provide a preliminary system design and their radio net-
work throughput is modelled synthetical, while we use real-world traces.
Singh et al. [98] proposed to build a Network Coverage Map Service to
make rate-control decisions over RTP. Yao et al. [119] demonstrated the
possibility to map network bandwidth to the road network through re-
peated measurements and revealed the strong correlation between WWAN
bandwidth and location. More similar to our work, Riiser et al. [88] used
real-world traces for predictive buffering in Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH). However, their prediction was based on the assump-
tion that the server knows the the whole route information in advance (for
example for a commuter), and they measured the bandwidth along that
route for several times to get the average data. In contrast, our work does
not make such assumptions, e.g., we do not know the future locations of
the mobile user. We predict the path and calculate the bandwidth in 2-D
geographical space.
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2.5.4 Summary
HTTP is currently one of the most common protocols used to stream video
over the Internet, and multi-quality encoding and file segmentation is a
popular way to allow quality adaptation and increase performance. By
picking the quality most suited to the current link performance, a smoother
playback can be achieved. Also, file segmentation allows content providers
to build more scalable services that offer a better user experience due to
increased capacity. Adaptive streaming over HTTP is a new technology.
It is not yet clear whether the existing commercial players perform well,
especially under dynamic network conditions. More measurement study






In this chapter we propose a novel approach to support energy-efficient
sensor-rich video acquisition and upload as shown in Figure 3.3. Based on
the important observation that not all collected videos have high priority
(i.e., many of them will not be requested and viewed immediately), the core
of our approach is to separate the small amount of text-based geospatial
meta-data of concurrently captured video content from the large binary-
based video content. This small amount of meta-data is then transmitted
to a server in real-time, while the video content will remain on the record-
ing device, creating an extensive, resource efficient catalogue of video con-
tent, searchable by viewable scene properties established from meta-data
attached to each video. Should a particular video be requested, only then
will it be transmitted from the camera to the server in an on-demand man-
ner (preferably, only the relevant segments, not the entire videos). The
delivery of unrequested video content to a server can be delayed until a
faster connection is available.
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Hardware Description Parameter Coefficient (Cj) Range (of βj)
CPU Qualcommr CPU hi CCPU hi = 3.97 mW/% βCPU hi : 0− 100%
MSM7201ATM,528 MHz CPU lo CCPU lo = 2.79 mW/% βCPU lo : 0− 100%
Screen 3.2-inch TFT-LCD flat, LCD CLCD = 150 mW βLCD : 0, 1
touch screen with 320× 480 Brightness Cbr = 2.07 mW/step βbr : 0− 255 steps
(HVGA) resolution
WiFi Texas Instruments WiFi on CWiFi on = 39 mW βWiFi on : 0, 1
WL 1251B network WiFi trf CWiFi trf = 658.93 mW βWiFi trf : 0, 1
chipset WiFi bytes CWiFi bytes = 0.52 mW/b βWiFi bytes :≥ 0
Storage MicroSD memory SD CSD = 0.0324 mW/sector βSD :≥ 0
flash card
GPS GPS receiver GPS CGPS = 430 mW βGPS : 0, 1
System Residual system power System CSystem = 169.08 mW βSystem : 0, 1
consumption in addition
to the above components
Table 3.1: Parameters of the HTC G1 smartphone used in the power model.
3.2 Power Model
We define an estimation model to describe the power levels of a mobile
device operating under different modes. Our target device is the HTC G1,
a smartphone that is based on the open source Google Android mobile
device platform [40].
3.2.1 Modeled Hardware Components
We adapted the power estimation model introduced by Shye et al. [96].
They proposed a linear-regression-based power estimation model, which
uses high-level measurements of each hardware component on the mobile
device, to estimate the total system power consumption. In our work,
we used this model at the device level to understand and evaluate the
efficiency and feasibility of our proposed video search technique. Our work
differs from Shye’s work in the following two aspects: 1) We include GPS
as considered hardware components; 2) We validate the power model with
actual power measurement through different usage scenarios.
We next describe the relevant details of each hardware component on
the target HTC G1 mobile phone. Table 3.1 lists the G1 hardware com-
ponents that were considered in the power model and their corresponding
parameters. In Table 3.1, Cj coefficients are the final regression coefficients
obtained for the chosen G1 hardware. Our search system incorporates an
additional GPS receiver unit to obtain location meta-data. Therefore, we
modified the original model and included the power consumption for the
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GPS receiver. For simplicity, we excluded the power consumption for the
Call, EDGE and DSP units.
CPU: The processor supports dynamic frequency scaling (DFS) and it
is rated at 528 MHz, but is scaled down in the platform to run at 124 MHz,
246 MHz, and 384 MHz. The highest frequency of 528 MHz is not used.
The lowest frequency is never used on consumer versions of the phone, and
is too slow to perform basic tasks. Thus, only the high (384 MHz) and
medium (246 MHz) frequencies are considered in the model. CPU power
consumption is strongly correlated with the CPU utilization and frequency.
In Table 3.1, the CPU hi and CPU lo parameters represent the average
CPU utilization while operating at 384 MHz and 246 MHz, respectively.
Screen: The display is described by two parameters: a boolean pa-
rameter LCD indicating whether the screen is on or off and a Brightness
parameter which models the effect of the screen brightness with 256 uni-
formly spaced levels.
WiFi: The boolean parameter WiFi on describes whether the WiFi
network interface is turned on or off, while WiFi trf and WiFi bytes indi-
cate network traffic and the number of bytes transmitted during a particular
time interval.
Storage: The number of sectors transferred to or from the MicroSD
flash memory card per time interval are represented by the parameter SD.
GPS: The boolean parameter GPS denotes the power consumption
coefficient when the GPS receiver is on.
System: There exists also a residual power consumption parameter
System. This parameter subsumes all power that is not accounted for the
hardware components listed above. We refer to this as the baseline System
power in Table 3.1.
3.2.2 Analytical Power Model
The described modeling parameters are incorporated into the analytical
power model that is utilized in our simulation experiments. The power
model determines the relationship between the system statistics (e.g., the
value for screen brightness) and the power consumption for each relevant
hardware component. The inputs to the model are the statistics collected
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from the device (βj values), and the output represents the total power
consumption. The overall system power consumption as a function of time
t is determined as follows:
P (t) = (CCPU hi × βCPU hi(t)) + (CCPU lo × βCPU lo(t)) +
(CLCD × βLCD(t)) + (CBrightness × βbr(t)) +
(CWiFi on × βWiFi on(t)) + (CWiFi trf × βWiFi trf (t)) +
(CWiFi bytes × βWiFi bytes(t)) + (CSD × βSD(t)) +
(CGPS × βGPS(t)) + (CSystem × βsystem(t))
The ranges for the βj values are listed in Table 3.1. The overall power
consumption is calculated by substituting the statistics for the selected
hardware components into P (t).
Figure 3.1: Screenshot of the Android PowerTutor app.
3.2.3 Validation of the Power Model
To evaluate the accuracy of our power model, we measured the power
consumption of an HTC G1 with PowerTutor [106], an application for
Android-based phones that displays the power consumed by major system
components such as CPU, network interface, display, and GPS receiver (see
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Hardware Parameter Video capture WiFi transmission
CPU βCPU hi 77.45 77.33
βCPU lo 0 0
LCD βLCD 1 0
βbr 102 0
Table 3.2: β-parameters under different operational modes.
Figure 3.1). According to the authors, PowerTutor was developed on the
HTC G1 in collaboration with Google, and its accuracy should be within
5% of actual values for the G1.
With PowerTutor we obtained the various β-statistics for different
hardware units. Specifically, we collected logs on a G1 phone for differ-
ent usage scenarios. For instance, we captured video for one minute, or
uploaded video for one minute, and so on. During these tests, all non-
essential processes were disabled. After multiple experiments, we deter-
mined the values shown in Table 3.2.
In the next step, the measured parameters were substituted into our
power model. We then performed the same usage scenarios with the An-
droid G1 phone for about two minutes, and collected the trace logs from
PowerTutor. We measured the power consumption for various phone us-
age scenarios such as capture+GPS (capturing video and using GPS to
obtain location information), capture+WiFi (capturing video and using
WiFi to obtain the location), capture+GSM (capturing video and using
GSM to obtain the location), and transmission+WiFi (transmitting data
via WiFi). Grouped by usage scenario, the average power consumption ob-
tained from the power model was compared to the power values reported
by PowerTutor. The results are shown in Figure 3.2.
The modeled and measured power consumptions match very well for
each of the usage scenario. To calculate the accuracy of the model, we used




The results indicate that the power estimation model accurately pre-
dicts the system-level power consumption. The error e for each scenario is
less than 4.9%, and the average error across all the scenarios is 1.7%.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the results from the power model with logs from
PowerTutor.
An important point to note is that capturing video and then trans-
mitting it via WiFi are both very energy-consuming activities. With its
standard 1,150 mAh-capacity battery, the G1 phone would last less than
three hours in the worst case, when continuously capturing and transmit-
ting video. Our proposal is to extend battery life through more selective
transmissions.
3.3 System Design
Figure 3.3: System environment for energy-efficient sensor-rich video de-
livery.
Figure 3.3 shows an overview of the proposed system. Mobile nodes
collect the videos and the sensor-associated meta-data such as GPS loca-
tion, compass direction, capture time and other camera-related informa-
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tion. The video files remain locally on the device until requested while
the meta-data are immediately uploaded to the server in real-time where
they are stored and indexed in a database. In a typical search scenario,
other users (e.g., observers) can query the videos that are being captured
from many devices in real-time or near real-time. We assume that a user
provides a query as a geographical region of interest. The video meta-data
stored on the server are searched to identify and retrieve the video clips
that show the requested query region and the search results are presented
to the user. During query processing, the video content already available
on the server is immediately sent to the user for viewing while the missing
video segments are requested on demand from the mobile devices that cap-
tured the videos. Note that only the precisely delimited parts (i.e., only the
video segments that actually overlap with the query region) are retrieved.
The complete video content may be uploaded later when the device is in
contact with a faster network connection.
The key idea of this approach is to save considerable battery energy by
delaying the costly transmission of the large binary video data that have
not been requested, especially when the transmission speed is low. We will
describe the components of the proposed system next.
3.3.1 Data Acquisition and Upload
When a mobile device begins video capture, the GPS and compass sensors
are turned on to record the location and orientation of the camera. Our
custom-written data-acquisition software fetches such sensor values as soon
as new values are available. Video data are processed in real time to extract
frame timecodes (tf ). The visible distance R is calculated based on the
camera specifications. All collected meta-data (i.e., location, direction,
viewable distance, frame timecode and video ID) are combined as a tuple
and uploaded to the server.
An appropriate meta-data upload rate should be determined such that
the server is updated immediately for real-time video search while the en-
ergy consumption for meta-data uploads is minimized. Two policies are
possible. First, the system may send the meta-data whenever it is gen-
erated. Second, it may buffer the meta-data locally and then send the
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accumulated data periodically. Such meta-data aggregation and delivery
may utilize available network bandwidth more efficiently. For the first pol-
icy, since meta-data is always ready to be uploaded, we assume that the
WiFi interface is always on when recording. Whereas for the second policy,
WiFi will be turned on and off periodically. Some startup energy is con-
sumed when WiFi is turned on. As Cheung et al. measured [18], we set the
startup energy as 6.47 J. We will further discuss this aspect in Section 6.3.
Another issue we would like to explore is energy-efficient collection
of location meta-data. GPS, WiFi and GSM pose a challenging tradeoff
between localization accuracy and energy consumption. While GPS offers
good location accuracy of around 10 m, it incurs a serious energy cost that
can drain a fully charged phone battery very fast. WiFi and GSM-based
schemes are less energy-hungry, however, they incur higher localization
errors (approximately 40 m and 400 m, respectively). In our work we
employ the GPS-based and GPS-save strategies. GPS-based scheme refers
to sampling GPS data periodically, while GPS-save uses a more complicated
strategy. When the device orientation change is within a limited range, we
assume that the device user does not change his/her moving direction, and
the GPS receiver is turned off to save energy. Once the direction changes,
the GPS receiver is turned on, reporting the current location. When meta-
data with two consecutive GPS data points is uploaded, we can interpolate
the device location between the two GPS locations on the server. With
this method considerable energy can be saved. More details can be found
in Section 6.3.
3.3.2 Data Storage and Indexing
This module implements a storage server that manages the video files and
the associated meta-data streams. It separately stores the video content
and the meta-data. The video files are linked to the the meta-data streams
by device ID (nid) and video ID (vid). Each FOV tuple in a meta-data
stream includes a frame timecode tf that points to a particular frame within
the video content. This ensures a tight synchronization between the two
streams.
The server keeps a data structure nodeInfo for each mobile node,
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which includes the device MAC address, the unique device ID, and the
IP address. While the storage server receives the meta-data from mobile
devices, nid is added automatically to each FOV tuple. An additional
binary tag (inServer) is maintained for each FOV tuple indicating whether
the corresponding binary data of the video frame exists or not on the server.
Spatial indices are built and maintained to facilitate the efficient search of
FOVs.
3.3.3 Query Processing
When a user issues a query, the video meta-data in the server is searched
to retrieve the video segments whose viewable scenes overlap with the ge-
ographical region specified in the query. The query region can be a point,
a line (e.g., a road), a poly-line (e.g., a trajectory between two points), a
circular area (e.g., neighborhood of a point of interest), a rectangular area
(e.g., the space delimited with roads) or a polygon area (e.g., the space
delimited by certain buildings, roads and other structures). In our initial
prototype we only support rectangular queries.
Given a query Q, the query processing module returns a list of the
video segments whose corresponding FOVs overlap with the query Q. Each
video segment is identified with a tuple 〈nid,vid,tstart, tend〉, where tstart and
tend are the timecodes for the first and last FOVs.
For each video segment in the query results, the query processor checks
for the availability of the corresponding video content on the server. Recall
that, the storage server keeps track of which video files are uploaded to
the server and what parts of the meta-data they do belong to. For the
FOVs with the inServer field set to 1, the corresponding video content
is available on the server. And conversely, for those with the inServer
field equal to 0 the video content is not available and therefore needs to
be requested from the capturing mobile device. To acquire a missing video
segment, a Video Request Message (V RM) is sent to the mobile device. A
VRM message specifies the IP address of the target mobile device as well
as the corresponding video ID and the beginning and ending timecodes for
the requested video segment.
If the requested video with video ID vid is still available on the mo-
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bile device, the video segment from tstart to tend is uploaded to the storage
server. The inServer tags for the corresponding FOVs are set to 1. How-
ever, if the requested video cannot be located, the mobile device notifies the
query processor by sending a Video does not Exist Message (V NEM). If
no response is received from the device after n trials, the device is assumed
to be turned off and the VRM message is dismissed. If the query processor
can locate the videos for the search results on the server, it immediately
sends the video data to the user. The video segments requested from the
mobile devices are sent as soon as they arrive at the server.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate our system we implemented an extensive simulator and exe-
cuted it on a server with two 4-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) X5450 3.0 GHz CPUs
and 16 GB of memory, running Linux 2.6.18.
3.4.1 Simulator Operation
Module Parameter Description Values
Network w WiFi type used 802.11b
Topology NAP Number of access points 400, 800, 1,000, 1,200, 1,600, 2,000
Generator Simulation space 14.295 km × 13.623 km
Node Nnode Number of mobile nodes 2,000
Trajectory T Simulation time in 1,000s 150
Generator ts Timestamp in seconds 5
λq Query event arrival rate 0.1 – 0.9, 0.5
(per timestamp ts)
Query Mq Mean query rectangle size as 0.01 – 0.05, 0.03
a percentage of the map area
Generator h Query rectangle clustering 0 – 1, 0.5
parameter, see Figure 3.5
FOV λc Capture event arrival rate 0.01 – 0.04, 0.02
(per timestamp ts)
Generator Dc (eDc × ts) is the mean 0.5 – 2.5, 1.5
duration of a capture event
Power Model Mobile device See Table 3.1
power parameters
Table 3.3: Simulation parameters (values in bold are the default settings).
We first provide an overview of the operation of the simulator before
describing its internal details. We assume an urban wireless communica-
tion infrastructure where mobile users are moving on the road network of
the city of San Francisco. The users capture and transmit videos with pre-
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defined simulation models. Similarly, some other users launch queries to
retrieve the collected videos from the same region.
The simulated space is approximately 14.3 km × 13.6 km in size.
Within this area, Nnode mobile users and NAP WiFi network access points
are distributed. The simulation proceeds in discrete time steps ts (5 s
each) for a total duration of T . During T , two types of events occur: video
capture events and query events. In a capture event, each mobile node
independently starts to record video and the recording duration follows a
log-normal distribution. The capture event arrival rate is λc per timestamp
ts. Queries are issued by observers and sent to the server with a query event
arrival rate of λq per timestamp ts. Queries are assumed to be distributed
within the simulation space either uniformly random, or skewed with a
clustering parameter h (0 ≤ h ≤ 1). When an area is frequently queried, it
is regarded as a “popular area”. The h parameter represents the popularity
of the area. A higher value of h denotes that more queries are requested
from that area. The query clustering is designed to emulate areas of interest
in the real world. The query size Mq is chosen as a small fraction of the
simulation space. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 3.3.
Captured videos are either (1) immediately and completely uploaded
to the server (Immediate) at a transmission rate that is determined by
the mobile node’s proximity to an access point, or (2) alternatively, video
upload is delayed and only videos where a query request overlaps with the
region that was captured in the video will be uploaded in an on-demand
manner (OnDemand). Importantly, only the video segments, not an entire
video clip, that overlap with the query are transmitted. The query response
latency for LImmediate is assumed to be zero (or close to zero), since the
data is readily available on the server and can be immediately returned
to the observer. With the OnDemand policy, the relevant video segments
must be requested and uploaded to the server before the query request
is considered satisfied. The worst case response latency of OnDemand,
LOnDemand, is hence determined by the worst case upload time (we assume
that all uploads start concurrently and in parallel from the nodes involved).
Using our simulation testbed we evaluate the Immediate and OnDe-
mand strategies based on following three main metrics: the energy con-
sumption (and hence the lifetime) of mobile nodes, the query response
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latency, and the total amount of data transmitted to satisfy all queries.
3.4.2 Simulator Architecture and Modules
Figure 3.4: The block diagram of the simulator architecture.
Figure 3.4 provides a detailed architectural view of the simulator with
the following components: generators for (1) the network topology, (2) the
node trajectories, (3) FOV viewable scenes, and (4) queries. Additionally,
the (5) power model is a part of the (6) execution engine.
Network Topology Generator: A number of WiFi access points
(NAP ) are uniformly distributed in the simulation area and this module em-
ulates the mobile access range with the realistic Auto-Rate Fallback (ARF)
mechanism of WiFi, which provides a number of declining transmission rate
levels with an increase in the distance between the access point and a mobile
client. We implemented and tested both the 802.11b and 802.11g standards
for our simulation. However, we found that the results with 802.11g follow
the same trend as with the slower standard (i.e., the transmission times are
proportionally reduced). Hence we present only the results for 802.11b.
Node Trajectory Generator: We use the Brinkhoff generator
to produce movements of mobile objects along a road network [15]. The
input to the generator consists of a TIGER/Line road network file of the
city of San Francisco from the U.S. Census Bureau. The output is a set of
objects that move on the road network of the city.
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FOV Generator: This module synthesizes the mobile nodes’ record-
ing behavior and generates the representations of nodes’ viewable scenes.
The recording start times follow an exponential distribution based on the
capture event arrival rate λc (expressed in events per timestamp ts, see Ta-
ble 3.3). The duration of recordings is log-normally distributed. The FOV
generator obtains the camera location information from the trajectory gen-
erator and, for the camera direction, a random orientation is generated for
each node’s viewable scenes. The maximum visible distance R is set to 200
m.
Query Generator: The query workload consists of a list of query
rectangles that are mapped to specific locations in the simulation space.
The query arrival interval is exponentially distributed with λq (measured
per timestamp ts, see Table 3.3). The rectangle size is determined by
a normally distributed random variable with the mean value Mq. The
parameter h is used to generate different distributions of queries in the given
space to evaluate the performance of our proposed system framework and
test its robustness with different clusterings, both spatially and temporally.
Figure 3.5 shows three spatial query distributions with different values of
h. As can be seen, the larger the value of h, the more clustered the queries
are.
Power Model: Power consumption is modeled for each node based
on the specifications presented in Section 3.2. The power model is em-
bedded in the execution engine so that mobile nodes’ battery life can be
updated during each time step. The power level for the mobile nodes in
different states is summarized in Table 3.1.
Execution Engine: The simulation is executed after reading in the
access point (AP) layout, the trajectory plan, the FOV scene plan, and the
query list. The engine then simulates the movement of the mobile nodes
within the simulation space, keeps track of their video recordings, executes
the queries, and manages the simulation status. At every timestamp, the
engine computes all the evaluation metrics.
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(a) h = 0.
(b) h = 0.5.
(c) h = 1.
Figure 3.5: Spatial query distribution with three different clustering pa-
rameter values h.
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3.4.3 Experiments and Results
The utility of a mobile device depends on the duration of operational hours
before its battery needs re-charging. Thus, one of the key metrics we
use to evaluate the energy efficiency of our approaches is the expected
reduction in power consumption, which directly translates into an extended
battery lifetime. We further evaluate the query response latency that a
user experiences when searching for real-time mobile video. Finally, mobile
bandwidth is still a relatively scarce resource, especially in scenarios where
the infrastructure may be limited (e.g., after a disaster). Hence we also
calculated the overall size of the video data that must be transmitted to
satisfy all queries.
Through simulations our OnDemand approach is compared to Imme-
diate in terms of power-efficiency, latency to obtain the results, overall
bandwidth use and result completeness. Recall that using the Immediate
approach nodes upload videos without delay, therefore, we assume that the
query response latency is zero for this method.
Performance: Without Battery Recharging
In our first experiment we assume a closed system where batteries cannot
be recharged. Hence, all the nodes will eventually run out of energy and
cease operation. We are interested in the system lifetime and the query
completeness under these conditions. The simulation area is populated with
Nnode = 2, 000 mobile nodes. We track all the nodes’ energy consumption
and battery levels. The default simulation parameters of Table 3.3 are
used.
Figure 3.6(a) illustrates that the OnDemand method consumes con-
siderably less energy than the Immediate method, and the lifetime of the
last alive node is prolonged from about 84,000 s (≈ 23.3 h) to 120,000 s
(≈ 33.3 h). The query workload imposed by the observing users leads to
an uneven utilization of the nodes and some deplete their batteries earlier
than others.
Once some nodes begin to cease operation, the results of queries may
increasingly become incomplete because the requested data become un-
available. Figure 3.6(b) compares the completeness of the query results
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(c) Query response latency.
Figure 3.6: Node lifetimes (i.e., energy efficiency), result completeness, and
query response latency with N = 2, 000 nodes.
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returned by the two strategies. We compute the completeness of results
from both methods every one thousand timesteps using the following frac-
tion: (video segments actually returned)/(video segments that should be
returned). To compute the video segments that should be returned, we
assume an ideal baseline case in which there are no battery constraints.
Hence, all requested video segments are never missed. Figure 3.6(b) shows
that as time advances, the completeness of results of both methods de-
creases because the number of alive nodes decreases and the number of
videos uploaded to the server also declines. However, the downward trend
of OnDemand begins later in time because the nodes with OnDemand last
longer. This is directly attributable to the energy saved from fewer unnec-
essary video transmissions, so mobile nodes retain more battery energy to
capture additional videos.
Figure 3.6(c) shows the worst case query response latency with On-
Demand. The average query response latency is 8.08 s while there are
some exceptionally long latency. It should be noted that the latency rep-
resented here straightforwardly refers to the duration from the time when
a query is initiated by a user to the time when the last frame of the latest
arriving result video segment has been received. With smarter streaming
techniques some of the video segments can be browsed much earlier, which
may significantly reduce the effective response latency observed by users.
The figure shows some comparatively large values which are due to some
“lazy” mobile nodes (a property of the node mobility model). These nodes
almost do not move during the simulation, but they keep capturing video
and uploading meta-data. For a long time initially, the videos captured
by these nodes may not be queried. However, once a query arrives, many
videos are to be uploaded consecutively, which causes a considerable delay.
Performance: With Battery Recharging
In some large-scale application scenarios batteries can be recharged or re-
placed so that the mobile node density will eventually reach a dynamic
equilibrium. In the steady state, nodes continuously join and leave (i.e.,
their batteries run out). We evaluate the Immediate and OnDemand ap-
proaches in this scenario using the proposed metrics.
First, we would like to determine the appropriate rate for meta-data
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uploading. Figure 3.7 shows the tradeoff between energy consumption over
an entire simulation and access latency with varying meta-data rate, λs.
The access latency represents the average duration from the time meta-data
are produced until the time a user is able to search the data (i.e., the meta-
data become available on the server). Since the size of the meta-data file is
very small, we can effectively ignore its transmission time. When λs grows
large, the meta-data upload period (1/λs) approaches near zero and the
node sends the meta-data whenever it is produced. In this case, the mobile
device continuously uploads the meta-data and it will not turn off the WiFi
interface. Therefore, the mobile device will continuously consume a certain
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Energy
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Figure 3.7: Energy consumption and access latency with varying meta-data
upload period (1/λs).
In general, the node sends meta-data every 1/λs seconds. To save
energy when using WiFi, the mobile device can turn off the WiFi interface
while it is not transmitting data. During this transition from the off to
the on state, a startup energy of 6.47 J will be consumed. Thus a higher
number of meta-data transitions means more startup energy overhead. The
figure shows a tradeoff between access latency and energy-efficiency. As the
meta-data upload period increases, the energy consumption decreases while
the access latency grows.
Collecting location data itself costs a significant amount of energy so
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we consider and compare the four different location data collection schemes
as mentioned in Section 3.3.1. With the GPS-based scheme the GPS re-
ceiver is always on during recording. The GPS-save scheme means that
when the device is not moving or changing direction, GPS sampling is not
executed. The WiFi-based and GSM-based schemes are described in [17].
Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the energy consumption using these four
approaches. The GPS-based scheme consumes the most energy, while the
GPS-save scheme indeed saves a significant amount of energy. Also, the
energy consumption of the WiFi-based and GSM-based schemes is much


























Location Data Collection Scheme
Immediate Energy
OnDemand Energy
Figure 3.8: Energy consumption with varying location data collection
scheme.
Next we evaluate the impact of the capture and network topology
parameters on the performance. First, Figure 3.9(a) shows the trend for
an increasing video recording duration, which is log-normally distributed
based on parameter Dc. We calculate the average duration with e
Dc × ts
(see Table 3.3). As expected for both Immediate and OnDemand, a longer
average recording duration results in a higher energy consumption and a
longer query response latency. However, OnDemand consumes less energy,
up to 30% less compared to Immediate. Predictably, the query response
latency for OnDemand increases as the recording duration increases. This
is because more FOVs are captured in the simulation area. When the
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same query is executed within a region, mobile nodes will have more video
frames to upload, which results in a longer latency. A similar trend can
be observed when nodes capture videos more frequently (Figure 3.9(b)).
When the capture event arrival rate λc increases, the energy consumption
and the latency will increase.
Next we investigate the impact of the number of access points (NAP ).
APs are uniformly distributed in the simulation area. When more access
points are deployed the average available data rate for video transmissions
increases, and conversely the average transmission duration decreases. Our
simulation results shows that energy consumption is reduced for the Imme-
diate strategy as the number of APs grows (Figure 3.9(c)). However, with
OnDemand the energy usage remains steady while the latency decreases.
This indicates that OnDemand is less affected by the number of APs than
Immediate, implying that OnDemand utilizes the limited bandwidth more
effectively.
We next turn our attention to the impact of the characteristics of
queries on the performance metrics. For different query model parameters
(i.e., h, λq, and Mq), Figure 3.10 shows how the energy consumption and
latency are affected while Figure 3.11 plots the total amount of transmitted
data. Note that the performance of Immediate does not change with the
query model parameters because Immediate’s behavior determines the data
collection and transmission independently from any query models.
Figure 3.10(a) illustrates the effects of increased query clustering on
the energy consumption and average query response latency. OnDemand’s
performance significantly improves as the query distribution changes from
uniformly random (i.e., h = 0) to most clustered (h = 1). With h = 1 some
regions within the simulation space will never be queried, thus the nodes
in those areas do not need to transmit collected videos to the server. Con-
sequently, their energy consumption becomes minimal. For popular areas,
when a query arrives most of the videos have already been uploaded to the
server. Thus, the query response latency can be reduced. Figure 3.11(a)
clearly indicates that the total amount of video data transmitted is much
less with OnDemand than with Immediate. This is especially true when
queries are concentrated on some popular hotspots. Our OnDemand strat-
egy clearly demonstrates its strength over Immediate in a highly clustered
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(c) Number of access points NAP .
Figure 3.9: Energy consumption and average query response latency with
varying FOV and Network topology generator parameters.
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(c) Query size Mq (h = 0.5).
Figure 3.10: Energy consumption and average query response latency with
varying query model parameters.
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(c) Query size Mq (h = 0.5).
Figure 3.11: Total transmitted data size as a function of various query
model parameters.
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query distribution which better reflects a realistic situation when user at-
tention focuses on some popular areas.
Figures 3.10(b) and 3.11(b) show the trends for an increasing query
arrival rate λq. As the query frequency increases, the energy consump-
tion and the size of the transmitted video data grow up with OnDemand.
However, both metrics still stay well below their corresponding values of
Immediate, demonstrating clear benefits. Furthermore, the query response
latency also decreases. Intuitively, if a node is in a frequently queried area,
the videos captured by the node will be probably uploaded sooner rather
than later. Therefore the latency for each query can be reduced substan-
tially. We also evaluate the impact of a varying mean query size Mq on the
performance. As expected, Figures 3.10(c) and 3.11(c) illustrate that for
OnDemand the energy consumption, the query response latency and the














































Figure 3.12: The overall energy consumption and query response latency
when using a hybrid strategy with both Immediate and OnDemand as a
function of the switching threshold (h = 0.5).
As seen in the previous section, the Immediate strategy has an ad-
vantage when it comes to query response latency, since videos are always
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pro-actively uploaded to the server. However, OnDemand has an advan-
tage in power consumption. To get the best combination of response time
and battery life one may devise a hybrid strategy that essentially select a
method based on the popularity of a region. To achieve this we can divide
the map into a grid of small partitions and maintain a popularity thresh-
old for each grid cell. The server continuously computes the query arrival






the number of queries that are executed during time t. If λestq is above the
threshold for a partition, the server will mark it as popular and ask the mo-
bile nodes moving in that area to switch to Immediate mode. Figure 3.12
shows the energy consumption and average query response latency for the
hybrid strategy under different threshold values. In the illustrated case, a
threshold value in the range of 0.01 to 0.02 may achieve a good compromise
in terms of both energy use and query latency.
3.5 Prototype
We implemented a prototype geo-referenced video acquisition module on
an Android G1 handset, which provides the necessary built-in GPS receiver
and compass functionality. Below we describe our current application im-
plementation.
3.5.1 Android Geo-Video Application
Our Geo-Video App was developed with the Google Android SDK v1.5 for
Android OS 1.0 or later. The program was written in Java. The Geo-Video
App is composed of the following six functional modules: (1) video stream
recorder, (2) location receiver, (3) orientation receiver, (4) data storage and
synchronization control, (5) data uploader and (6) battery status monitor.
Below we will describe each module in more detail.
Video Stream Recorder. This module employs the Android Me-
diaRecorder to invoke the built-in camera. On G1, H.263 is the only sup-
ported video encoder, together with an AMR NB encoder for audio. Ta-
ble 3.4 summarizes the audio and video acquisition parameters.
Location and Orientation Receiver. Android provides some
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Format profile 3GPP Media
Overall bit rate 349 Kbps
Video Audio
Format H.263 AMR
Format profile Baseline@4.0 Narrow band
Bit rate mode Variable Constant
Bit rate 334 Kbps 12.8 Kbps
Resolution (pixels) 320 × 240
Aspect ratio 4:3
Frame rate 15 fps
Colorimetry 4:2:0
Channel(s) 1 channels
Sampling rate 8.0 KHz
Table 3.4: Android audio/video capture parameters.
system services for getting data from the sensors. Available sensors are
an accelerometer, magnetic field sensor, and a built-in orientation sensor.
To get the camera orientation, one can use either the orientation sensor
or compute it using the accelerometer and magnetic field sensor. But the
latter is more precise than the former, at the cost of more computation.
We choose the latter in our application. The GPS data is straightforwardly
provided by location service.
An interesting aspect in sensor data acquisition is the sampling fre-
quency. In our application we set a fixed sampling rate for the location
and orientation information. The sampling rate is set to 5 samples per
second. Experimentally, with these settings we can discover the changes in
the viewable scenes well while saving battery energy as much as possible.
Data Storage and Synchronization Control. This module
manages the storage of the sensor data on the device’s flash disk. The goal
is to utilize a flexible data format that can be easily ingested at a server.
In this situation we choose JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) as the data
interchange and storage, since it has the equal descriptive power compa-
rable to XML and an order of magnitude less complexity than XML. The
data format consists of five mandatory key attributes:
• format version: The version number of the data format.
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• video id: Relevant video id associated with the sensor data.
• owner properties: Associates a user account with the sensor data.
• device properties: Records device dependent information.
• sensor data: Stores raw sensor data collected from a mobile device.
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To provide synchronization between meta-data and video streams, we
extract the duration, encoded date and time from the video. We then
add timestamp information to every sensor data record to establish the
relationship between a video clip and its corresponding geo-sensor infor-
mation. Time is represented in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), to avoid
time zone issues. Files include the timestamp as part of their filename to
avoid ambiguity..
Data Uploader. This module makes use of open source class Clien-
tHTTPRequest written by Vlad Patryshev. This class helps to send POST
HTTP requests with various form data to the server, which is not natively
supported by Android environment. This third-party class makes some of
the more tedious aspects of communicating with web servers easier. The
Data Uploader transparently utilizes WiFi, 3G or 2G cellular networks to
transmit data files. Importantly, this module implements our two different
upload strategies: (1) both video and sensor files are uploaded concurrently
and (2) only the sensor files are uploaded first, while the video files may
be transmitted later. Video files on the flash disk are tagged whether they
still need to be uploaded.
3.5.2 User Interface
(a) Main menu (b) Geo-Recorder
Figure 3.13: Geo-Video Android application prototype.
Figure 3.13 shows two screenshots of our Geo-Video App. When the
user launches the software, he or she will first see the main menu (Fig-
ure 3.13(a)). A list of the captured videos is displayed on the screen. The
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user can choose to continue to upload video clips, whose sensor data was
previously uploaded, by choosing name of the needed video file. The main
menu consists two tabs: a submit tab for uploading videos, and a query tab
for future extension of video query function on mobile device. When the
user press MENU button, it will show “Record a video” and “Exit”. If the
user touches the “Record a video” button, a camera viewfinder will be dis-
played (Figure 3.13(b)) and the user can then record, stop, cancel or edit a
video clip via this interface just like they usually do in the G1’s default cam-
era view. However, our system additionally starts to record geo-referenced
information from the GPS and the digital compass and these information
is also shown on the phone screen. The sensor data is stored to the device
at the time when the video is saved to the camera roll and flash disk. Next,
an uploading screen guides the user through the next step. A destination
URL is displayed (which can be changed) and either the sensor informa-
tion only or both the sensor and video files can be uploaded. As mentioned
earlier, saved videos can be uploaded at a later point in time directly from
the main menu screen.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter we presented the design and prototype implementation of
a sensor-rich video management system that uses smartphones as mobile
video sensors. Capturing video in conjunction with descriptive sensor meta-
data allows a new strategy of uploading the sensor information in real-time
while transmitting the bulky video data on demand later. This key idea
can reduce the transmission of uninteresting videos and hence significantly
lower the energy consumption in battery-powered mobile camera nodes. We
demonstrated the energy efficiency of our system with simulations and the
experimental results showed that our technique can substantially prolong
the device usage time, while ensuring a low search latency. We expect this
method to be useful for a wide range of novel applications.
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Point of Interest Detection and Visual
Distance Estimation
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we propose a method to identify Points of Interest (POIs)
in videos which contain important objects and places. Such POIs can be
part of an attraction, such as the Eiffel Tower, or consist of a more dif-
fuse area that contains no specific physical objects but may be of interest
to users, such as the center of an event. Existing approaches [27, 99] of-
ten use content-based techniques to extract image features which are then
matched to keywords taken from bag-of-words vocabularies. However, due
to the overwhelming amount of video material, it is not always realistic to
exhaustively process every video segment. Because of the time-consuming
procedure of video decoding and the complex feature extraction computa-
tions involved, these methods often lack scalability.
Here we present our unique and unconventional solution to address
three important challenges in mobile video management: (1) how to find
interesting places in user-generated sensor-rich videos, (2) how to leverage
the viewing direction together with the GPS location to identify the salient
objects in a video, and (3) how to efficiently estimate the visual distance
to objects in a video frame. Fig. 4.1 shows the flowchart of the proposed
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approach. We do not restrict the movement of the camera operator (for
example to a road network) and hence assume that mobile videos may be
shot along a free-moving trajectory. At first, to obtain a viewable scene
description, we continuously collect GPS location and viewing direction in-
formation (via a compass sensor) together with the video frames. Then the
collected data are sent via the wireless network to server. This is practi-
cally achievable today as smartphones contain all the necessary sensors for
recording videos that are annotated with meta-data. On the server side, in
the first stage we process the sensor meta-data of a collective set of videos
to identify POIs containing important objects or places. The second stage
computes a set of visual distances R between the camera locations and the
POIs. Finally, the obtained POI and R are ready for other usage.
Sensor Meta-data
Video Content






Effective  visual distance 










Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the proposed approach.
The overall objective of the proposed work is to enhance the multi-
media and mobile web by leveraging the knowledge mined from sensor-rich
videos. Manual POI creation, i.e., clicking on a digital map, is possible.
However, such manual operation cannot scale to large spatial dataset, fur-
thermore, the connection between video content and POI is lost. More
importantly, the concept of POI includes not only static objects, but also
interesting events, which may dynamically change over time. Relying on
manual annotation is not enough to successfully detect all the POIs within
a short time period.
POI detection can assist in object recognition in videos and landmark
detection. It can also be useful in a number of application fields such as
providing video summaries for tourists, or as a basis for city planning.
Additionally, automatic and detailed video tagging can be done and even
simple video search can benefit.
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4.2 Approach Design
In this section we present the details of our approach. As key features we
use statistical knowledge to infer POI locations from collected sensor mea-
surements without any a priori information and then estimate the visual
distance R between camera positions and those POIs.
Conceptually, the estimation of the effective visual distance R is the
process of determining the distance to object or scene locations where one
or many camera views are pointing. In the rest of this paper we term such
a location (or its grid cell representation on a 2D map) as POI. Such POIs
can be part of an attraction or landmark or consist of a more diffuse area
that contains no specific physical objects but may be of interest to users
(e.g., a beautiful lake or valley).
Our approach leverages a two-stage process which is outlined in Fig. 4.1.
First, POIs are detected from profiling of data collected from a large set
of sensor recordings and then second, the visual distances R are estimated
between camera and POI locations. Our approach utilizes the meta-data
which is concurrently collected with video frames to describe the geographic
properties related to the camera view. Section 4.2.1 introduces two meth-
ods for POI detection. Cluster-based method computes the intersection
points of all the camera views and then identifies the clusters inferred from
this point cloud as POIs. This is an intuitive design based on the concept
of POI. Grid-based method generates a popularity map based on how of-
ten an area appears in different camera views and then identifies the most
popular places. This method quantizes the target space into a finite num-
ber of cells, and fast processing time which depends on number of cells
in each dimension in quantized space is its advantage. Then we estimate
the effective visual distance R by calculating the distance between camera
locations and the closest POIs in Section 4.2.2.
4.2.1 POI Detection
Fig. 4.2(a) illustrates the concept of visual distance R estimation in con-
junction with the identification of POIs. Along the camera trajectory
(curves), the camera views (arrows) tend to point to some areas (solid
circles) more frequently, and R can be determined as the distance between
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Figure 4.2: (a) Conceptual illustration of visual distance estimation. (b)
Illustration of the detection of a non-existent “phantom” POI.
such popular areas, i.e., POIs, and the camera locations.
We introduce two approaches for detecting POIs. The cluster-based
POI detection method (Section 4.2.1) applies a clustering algorithm on the
cloud of intersection points of the FOV center lines. The second, grid-based
POI detection method (Section 4.2.1) is utilizing a grid counting approach
to obtain a popularity distribution of FOVs. The target space is assumed
to be a 2D geographical map (i.e., G = R2). Let the sensor measurement
results be expressed as sets of tuples of D = d1, · · · ,dn, where each di
is a multi-dimensional observation consisting of GPS coordinates, compass
direction angles, etc., as described in the previous section.
Cluster-based POI Detection
As is illustrated in Figure 4.2(a), an intuitive way to detect POIs is to use
the intersection points of the center vector of FOVs. All the intersection
points together form a point cloud on which a clustering algorithm can be
applied to obtain clusters as the detected POIs. However, as we found from
our experiments, this method suffers from a major performance issue due
to the generally large number of intersection points. Hence, we propose a
pre-processing step to reduce the number of input points for the clustering
algorithm.
We separate the center line of FOV dk into m segments (d
1
k, · · · , dmk )
of equal length Rmax/m. Next we calculate the intersection points of seg-
ment dk with all the other center lines. The algorithm maintains a data
structure for each segment containing a monotonically increasing counter
of intersection points. Subsequently, for each center line we represent it as
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a curve to describe the distribution of the intersection points. To increase
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we smooth the curve with a moving-average
filter. Among all the segments of dk we compute the local maxima of the
curve and then identify their positions as the points of interest of dk. The
key rationale behind this operation is that the intersection points tend to
crowd around the interesting points where the FOVs really focus on.
After collecting the interesting points for each center line we apply a
density-based clustering algorithm, DBSCAN [29], to detect POI regions.
A number of clustering algorithms are available and the reasons we selected
DBSCAN are as follows. (1) DBSCAN does not require the number of
clusters to be selected in advance. This is important as we do not know how
many POIs may exist. (2) DBSCAN can find arbitrarily shaped clusters so
that we can identify irregularly shaped POIs. (3) DBSCAN has a notion
of noise suppression so that unpopular areas can be pruned. Finally, (4)
DBSCAN is insensitive to the ordering of the input points.
Grid-based POI Detection
The target space is first partitioned into equally-spaced square grid cells g.
Assuming H ⊂ G is the set of POIs given D, then the probability that a grid
cell g is a POI given the sensor observations is expressed as p(g ∈ H|D),
or simply p(g|D).
To obtain the posterior probability p(g|D) we use a grid counting-
based popularity method. Unlike existing popularity estimation method-
ologies for geo-tagging [8, 68], where GPS locations are typically used as
the popularity measure, we leverage the visual coverage model conveyed
by the field-of-view of a camera, because the camera position may be dis-
placed from the area or location in which users are actually interested in
when recording video. The key rationale behind our approach is that if an
area is pointed to by cameras more often, it will more likely be a POI. This
reasoning is analogous to the PageRank [79] algorithm where a web page is
considered more important if it is linked to by many other web pages. As
illustrated in Fig. 4.2(a), POIs tend to be pointed to, or experience overlap
from, many camera FOVs. One situation needs to be specially handled,
namely when important objects are located across from each other and
hence camera direction vectors coincidentally intersect in an area between
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the actual POIs – see the example in Fig. 4.2(b). In the rest of this paper






Figure 4.3: (a) Sector-based coverage model. (b) Center-line-based cover-
age model.
Our algorithm maintains a 2-dimensional data structure representing
every map grid cell and containing a monotonically increasing counter of
interest. Without prior knowledge of the underlying landmarks or attrac-
tions, the counter is incremented whenever its grid cell is visually covered
by an FOV. We investigate two visual coverage models: a sector-based cov-
erage model and a line-based model. The sector-based coverage model uses
an FOV that is abstracted as a sector whose maximal visual distance is
Rmax (say, 1 km). As illustrated in Fig. 4.3(a), we increase the counter
of all the grid cells that overlap partially or fully with the sector shape.
Since this exhaustive coverage is time-consuming to process, we introduce
a lightweight solution, namely a center-line-based coverage model. It uses a
line vector with length Rmax, whose origin coincides with the GPS location
and whose heading is the camera direction – see Fig. 4.3(b). With this
model we increase only the counters of the grid cells that intersect with
the center vector. The intuition for this approach is that the main focus of
interest in videos is often on objects located near the center of the frame
or the FOV as shown in Fig. 4.4.
Using either of these two coverage models we generate a posterior pop-





where cg is the counter of grid cell g and sj is the number of grid cells
affected by each coverage model generated by the sensor measurement dj.
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POI position within a video frame
Percentage of occurance
Figure 4.4: Distribution of horizontal POI position within a video frame
for two videos V8636 and V1477 in Fig. 4.13 (0 – left margin, 50 – center,
100 – right margin).
Without loss of generality we use the posterior probability as the counter
value interchangeably.
Among all the grid cells, we then compute the local maxima across
the map and identify them as POIs if their probability is higher than those
of all their neighboring cells and the difference exceeds a certain threshold
(K)
p(g = h|D) ≥ K + p(i|D), i ∈ Ng, (4.2)
where Ng is the set of g’s neighboring cells.
One important aspect of large-scale systems is the efficiency of the
employed algorithms. Next we will perform a complexity analysis of the
two POI detection algorithms.
Computational Complexity Analysis
We consider that there are Nf FOVs (sensor measurement results) in the
target 2D space.
For the cluster-based method, computing the intersection points of Nf
center lines of FOVs results in time complexity O(N2f ). Next we compute
the local maxima along the m segments of each center line, and the com-
plexity for this operation is O(Nf ×m). Assuming that for each center line
we get k (k < m) interesting points on average as input to the DBSCAN
algorithm, then the total number of input points is O(k×Nf ) and the run
time complexity for clustering is O((k×Nf )2). Therefore, the overall time
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complexity for the clustering-based method is
O(N2f ) +O(Nf ×m) +O((k ×Nf )2) = O(N2f )
For the grid-based method, the time complexity of computing the
counters for Nc grid cells covered by Nf FOVs is O(Nf ). The complex-
ity of computing the local maxima of the map is O(Nc). Hence, the overall
time complexity for the gird-based method is
O(Nf ) +O(Nc)
From the above analysis we observe that when N2f is much larger than
Nc, the grid-based approach is much more efficient than the clustering-
based method. On the other hand, when N2f is much smaller than Nc, the
cluster-based method is more efficient. We conclude that the grid-based
approach is more suitably applicable to dense areas with a lot of FOV data
(which is the more frequently case), while the cluster-based method is best
applied to sparse data areas.
4.2.2 Effective Visual Distance Estimation
Let H be a set of estimated POIs computed from the previous stage. When
new sensor values related to a camera view arrive in the system, they
are transformed into a measurement vector X = {x1, . . . ,x|H|}, where xi
consists of the subtended angle a of a compass direction to the POI i ∈ H
and the Euclidean distance d to the POI.
Our effective visual distance estimation is based on the assumption
and observation that a camera view tends to point to an interesting place
more often than to an unattractive area. Therefore, we can leverage this
information to estimate the effective visual distance by the closeness – in
terms of lower angular disparity and higher popularity rank – to a POI and
select the closest one. Eqn. 4.3 expresses the effective visual distance as
the distance to the POI which is most likely pointed to by a camera view,
by choosing the minimum subtended angle along with a higher posterior
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popularity probability, i.e., 1 - p(i|D).
{argmin
xi
(xi.a) · (1− p(i|D))}.d (4.3)
This computation, however, may result in an incorrect decision be-
cause of the existence of phantom POIs. As seen in Fig. 4.2(b), a phantom
POI should not be chosen as the closest POI, since it may be erroneous.
We may exclude such non-existing POIs with information from third-party
landmark databases such as Google Maps or OpenStreetMap. However,
such landmark information is generally only available for some highly pop-
ular areas.
Require: H: set of candidate POIs, Th: a threshold
1: P ← ∅
2: for all different i, j, k, l ∈ H do
3:
p{i, j, k, l} = intersection({i, j}, {k, l})
∪ intersection({i, k}, {j, l})
∪ intersection({i, l}, {j, k})
4: if ∃ p ∈ p{i, j, k, l}, q ∈ p{i, j, k, l} and ||p, q|| ≤ Th then
5: continue
6: else
7: P ∪ = p{i, j, k, l}
8: end if
9: end for
10: C ← ∅
11: for all i ∈ H, p ∈ P do
12: if ||i, p|| ≤ Th then
13: C = C + i, break
14: end if
15: end for
16: for all c ∈ C do
17: if ∃ p{· · · , c, · · · } ∈ P then
18: C = C − c
19: end if
20: end for
21: return H − C
Algorithm 1: Cross-Intersection Elimination Algorithm
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To eliminate such undesirable phantom POIs when no landmark
databases are available, we propose a cross-intersection elimination heuris-
tic. This exhaustive technique is based on the observation that a phantom
POI is generated by multiple cross-intersections from at least two lines of
two independent POIs. This implies that some candidate POIs near the
intersection points are highly likely to be phantom POIs. Algorithm 1
outlines our method. It first creates all possible intersection points of two
disjoint lines from a set of candidate POIs (lines 2–9). If the intersection
points and their corresponding POIs are too close, we discard them (lines
4–5). Next, we compute how far each POI is located from the intersec-
tion points and select some within a given threshold distance (lines 11–15).
Finally, we recover the POIs that contribute to the elimination of other
POIs and return the remaining POIs without any cross-intersections (lines
16–21).
4.3 Experiments
We first describe how we collected the test data for our experiments. Sec-
ond, we report on the experimental results and provide some discussions.
4.3.1 Data Collection
Recording Hardware and Software
We implemented a sensor-rich video acquisition software for Android-based
and iOS-based smartphones, which provides the necessary built-in GPS
receiver and compass functionality. The implementation details can be
found in 3.5. Fig. 4.5 shows the screenshots of the acquisition software.
The software apps provide automated annotation of captured videos with
their respective field-of-views (FOV). The resolution of the collected videos
is 640×480 pixels (Android) or 720×480 (iOS). The frame rate is 24 frames
per second, and the sampling rate for the location and orientation sensor
information is 1 sample per second. The software is available on Google
Play and Apple Store.
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(c) Main menu (Android) (d) Main menu (iOS)
Figure 4.5: Screenshots of acquisition software for Android-based and iOS-
based smartphones used in the experiments.
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Video and Sensor Dataset
To evaluate the performance of our approach for POI detection and effective
visual distance estimation, we prepared two video and sensor datasets.
(1) Singapore dataset
The videos were collected in the Marina Bay area in Singapore. we
recorded more than 80 video sequences of sensor-annotated, mobile videos
over a three months period in a 2km-by-2km area, with most of the videos
taken in open space. After considering the visual quality and sensor data
correctness, we choose 71 videos as our test dataset. The trajectories of
these test videos are shown in Fig. 4.9(b) (bright green lines). The total
length of the test videos is 9,718 s. Different users were capturing the
videos and they were not told to deliberately capture landmarks. There-
fore, the videos were taken in various locations within the area and not
all landmarks appeared in every video. All FOVs of the test videos are
contained within a rectangular area with the top left corner at (lat/long
1.29328497, 103.8481559) and bottom right corner at (lat/long 1.27728497,
103.8661559). We partitioned the area into 100×100 grid cells. The size of
each cell was about 20×18 m2.
(2) Chicago dataset
This dataset was collected during the period of NATO Summit (18 –
19 May 2012) held in Chicago. 284 videos were recorded by college students
in the downtown area. We choose 228 videos in a 3km-by-3km area as our
test dataset. The trajectories of these test videos are shown in Fig. 4.10
(bright green lines). The total length of the test videos is 9,634 s. All
FOVs of the test videos are contained within a rectangular area with the
top left corner at (lat/long 41.893993, -87.649107) and bottom right corner
at (lat/long 41.865440, -87.611713).
More details about the two datasets are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Statistics of the two datasets.
Dataset # of Recording Total length Total length
photographer period of videos of trajectories
Singapore 5 Dec. 10 – Mar. 11 9,718 s 8,022 m
Chicago 40 18 – 19 May 12 9,634 s 11,520 m
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GPS Location Error Filtering
State-of-the-art mobile devices report the GPS accuracy of the received
GPS signal in addition to the location. We found that the two different
mobile devices we tested had two different minimum GPS error bounds: 6
meters and 2 meters. The GPS error distribution for Singapore dataset is














GPS error range (m)
Percentage of occurance
Figure 4.6: GPS error distribution for Singapore dataset.
Based on this observation we filtered out GPS values with GPS error
values higher than 20 meters. Hence, because some sample points were
discarded, there existed a few gaps between some consecutive GPS mea-
surements and we linearly interpolated those values. The above method is
introduced by Hakeem et al. [43].
Even after filtering, we still cannot guarantee that all the errors are
corrected. Since our method is based on the FOVs constructed by continu-
ous sensor data sampling, sensor data errors can counterbalance each other
to a certain degree. For example, for a specific point, the GPS data sampled
at one time may be located on one side of the accurate location while for
another sampling it may be located on the opposite side. By accumulating
these measurements, the randomness of the errors provides compensation
and should not significantly affect the accuracy of POI detection and visual
distance estimation.
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4.3.2 Results
Two POI detection algorithms are written in C and Matlab. We used C pro-
gram to get the intersection points info (Cluster-based) and the grid count-
ing results (Grid-based), after which we ran DBSCAN algorithm (Cluster-
based) and computed the local maxima (Grid-based) in Matlab.
POI Detection Results
Figure 4.7: POI detection results of the cluster-based method (Singapore).
POI detection from Singapore Dataset Fig. 4.7 shows POI detection
results from the cluster-based method. The labeled POIs a, b, c, d, and e
all represent the locations of interesting areas (a: Clifford Pier; b: Merlion;
c, d: Esplanade; e: Marina Bay Sands). The white circles correspond to
noise which was separated from the POIs by DBSCAN. In this method,
Clustering results are highly dependent on the parameter settings. In our
experiments we use the Euclidean distance as the distance metric and a set
of appropriate parameters carefully needed to be tuned to achieve the best
results. Furthermore, DBSCAN does not cluster data sets well with large
differences in densities. Therefore, some areas that are more dense than
the surrounding regions but still have an overall quite low density will not
be selected even though they should be identified as POIs.
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(a) Sector-based FOV density popularity map.
(b) POIs estimated from sector-based FOV density
popularity map.
Figure 4.8: POI detection results for sector-based coverage model with the
grid-based method (Singapore).
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(a) Center-line-based FOV density popularity map.
(b) POIs estimated from center-line-based FOV
density popularity map.
Figure 4.9: POI detection results for center-line-based coverage model with
the grid-based method (Singapore).
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Results from our grid-based POI detection method on Singapore
dataset are presented in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9. Fig. 4.8(a) and 4.9(a) show
the contour plots for two popularity maps obtained from the sector-based
and the center-line-based coverage models, respectively. As more points
are sampled with the sector-based method, the corresponding FOV pop-
ularity density map (Fig. 4.8(a)) is more smooth in appearance. On the
other hand, the FOV density popularity map we obtained from the center-
line-based coverage model (Fig. 4.9(a)) appears more jagged and a greater
number of local maxima can be observed.
Fig. 4.8(b) and 4.9(b) show two snapshots from Google Maps with su-
perimposed POIs detected from the popularity maps of Fig. 4.8(a) and 4.9(a).
The bright green lines are the trajectories of the 71 videos and the red
points represent the POIs that were detected. In Fig. 4.8(b) we can ob-
serve that the POIs around the Merlion and Marina Bay Sands complex
were successfully detected. However, compared with Fig. 4.9(b), several
POIs are missing in Fig. 4.8(b). In Fig. 4.9(b), the POIs labeled A, B,
C, D, E, H, G all represent the locations of landmarks or locations near
landmarks (A: Clifford Pier; B: The Fullerton Hotel Singapore; C: Merlion;
D, E: Esplanade; G: The Float; H: Marina Bay Sands). However, point F
is located in the water in between those landmarks. F is an example of a
phantom POI that was detected because of the intersection of center lines
targeting surrounding landmarks. With our cross-intersection elimination
heuristic (Algorithm 1), F can be removed.
We observe from the above figures that the sector-based coverage
model obtains a subset of all the POIs detected by the center-line-based
model. The reason is that the most interesting objects in a video frame
often appear in the middle of the frame. Hence the sector-based model actu-
ally has a more diffuse focus, resulting in POI regions that are less clearly
distinguishable. As an additional benefit, the center-line-based model is
more computationally lightweight, therefore we select it for our visual dis-
tance estimation process. We can observe that the POI distribution in
the center-line-based model is very similar to the results achieved by the
cluster-based method (Fig. 4.7).
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Figure 4.10: POI detection results of the grid-based method (Chicago).
POI detection from Chicago Dataset Fig. 4.10 shows POI detec-
tion results from the grid-based method based on Chicago dataset. The
bright green lines are the trajectories of the 228 videos and the red points
represent the POIs that were detected. The pictures pointed by individual
black arrows are the keyframes which represent the important events oc-
curred in the POI areas. As the dataset was collected during the NATO
Summit, most of the POIs detected are crowded by agitated protestors who
were waving placard and shouting slogan. For instance, picture 1, 3, 5, 7,
9 show marching demonstrators, while picture 2, 6 are interviews with the
citizens. Obviously, the property of POIs obtained from two datasets are
quite different. POIs from Singapore dataset represent famous landmark
and interesting physical object, while POIs from Chicago dataset represent
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events which have a specific timeline. Both sets of POIs are mined from a
certain number of sensor-rich videos within a geographical area, and they
indicate the popular location or the interesting object around that area.
Figure 4.11: POI detection results of the cluster-based method (Chicago).
Results from our cluster-based POI detection method on Chicago
dataset are presented in Fig. 4.11. The POIs detected are identified by
different color. The white circles correspond to noise which was separated
from the POIs by DBSCAN. Compared with the results from grid-based
method (see Fig. 4.10), there is only some small offset on the location of
the POIs, while the size of some POIs do change a lot. Currently we have
not investigated the problem of how to get a precise size of POI, and for
these videos with events as their content, we can not simply decide which
method is better than the other by the shape of POI. Therefore further
efforts are still needed to provide a reasonable benchmark to measure the
accuracy of POI detected.
Singapore Dataset Chicago Dataset
Computation Time # of POIs Computation Time # of POIs
Cluster-based POI Detection 28.83 s 5 41.48 s 8
Grid-based POI Detection 4.33 s 8 8.80 s 9
Average Distance Difference 29.85 m 33.33 m
Table 4.2: Comparison between two POI detection methods.
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Comparison between two POI detection methods We executed the
algorithms on a PC with 1 dual-core 3GHz CPU and 4GB of main memory.
Table 4.2 provides the statistics about the POI detection results. For the
Singapore dataset, it costs 28.83 s to process the metadata from the 71
videos and get 5 POIs for the cluster-based method while it costs 4.33 s
to obtain 8 POIs with the grid-based method. For the Chicago dataset,
it costs 8.8 s to process the metadata from the 228 videos and get 9 POIs
for the grid-based method, and it costs 41.48 s to obtain 8 POIs with
the cluster-based method. For both datasets, the grid-based method is
much more efficient than the cluster-based method. This is due to the
large amount of FOVs. To find out when the cluster-based method can
run faster, we randomly discarded FOVs from Chicago dataset and ran
the algorithms with the left FOVs again. As shown in Fig. 4.12, after the
number of FOVs is reduced from 9,634 to 98, the cluster-based method can



















Figure 4.12: Computation time of two methods with varying number of
FOVs.
To compare the obtained POIs from the two methods, we compute
“Average Distance Difference” between Cluster-based and Grid-based method.
First, for each method, we calculated the center of each POI by using
Method C introduced from [36]. Second, we found the corresponding POI
pairs from the two sets of POIs and computed the distance difference be-
tween the center of the POIs. Obtained all the distance differences, the
average number was calculated to reflect the difference between the two
methods. From the last row of Table 4.2, we can see that for the two
datasets, the average distance differences are both within 35 m, which
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means that the results from two methods are quite similar.
However, for the cluster-based method, due to the limitation of the
clustering algorithm, some of the POIs detected by the grid-based method
are not selected as POIs (i.e., A, G in Fig. 4.9(b). Despite this, the cluster-
based method still has its own strength – detecting the shape of a POI more
accurately (i.e., e in Fig. 4.7 compared to H in Fig. 4.9(b), e represents a
better shape for the Marina Bay Sands building).
Effective Visual Distance Evaluation
To evaluate our estimation of the effective visual distance R we manually
collected ground truth data. For each video frame represented by a corre-
sponding FOV, we found the most important object in the frame based on
human perception, located the object on Google Earth, and then obtained
its latitude and longitude. After that, the distance between the camera
location and the object was calculated as the ground truth of the effective
visual distance. The frames in transition or containing ambiguous content
(i.e., when even users could not identify the most important object) were
discarded.
Figure 4.13: Center line vector sequences for videos V8636 and V1477.
For the R estimation we present the detailed results for two videos from
Singapore dataset, V8636 (length 00:05:07) and V1477 (00:08:44). Both were
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captured along a trajectory near the Merlion statue. We found the content
of videos V8636 and V1477 to be representative as they include most of the
landmarks in the Marina Bay region. The center line vector sequences for
the two videos are shown in Fig. 4.13. The trajectory of V8636 is presented
in red, while V1477 is presented in blue. The sensor data sampling rate here
is 1 per 5 seconds. Note that the actual visual distance is much larger than
the length of the trajectory, hence we set the length of the vectors to 20 m.
Fig. 4.14 shows the comparison between the ground truth and the
estimated effective visual distance for video V8636. We can see that the
estimated distances match excellently with the ground truth data. For
instance, the estimated distance R is 712 m for frame 40. Correspondingly,
we observe from the actual image that the focus of the frame is Marina
Bay Sands, which is very far away. The actual distance from the camera
location to Marina Bay Sands is 720 m. For frame 120, the focus is on
the Merlion, which is nearby (the actual distance is 9 m). Accordingly,
the estimated distance R is 20 m. However, as seen in other frames, there
sometimes exists quite a substantial difference between the ground truth
and the estimated R. This may be due to the fact that we selected only
one object as the ground truth from each frame and hence sometimes our
estimated R cannot completely match the ground truth well when there are
multiple POI candidates within one image. With frame 65, for example,
the ground truth is the distance to the Merlion while the estimated R is
very different because it is based on a different POI (Fig. 4.9(b) G). The
average distance error (|Estimated R - Ground truth R|) in Fig. 4.14 is
77.7 m.
Fig. 4.15 shows similar results as Fig. 4.14, with the average distance
error Fig. 4.15 being 69.6 m. However, some interesting details are revealed.
In Fig. 4.15, frame 1 captures the front side of the Esplanade theater, where
the estimated distance R does not match with the ground truth. This is
due to the failure of our method to accurately describe the shape of the
Esplanade POI (Fig. 4.9(b) D and E), which reinforces the notion that
more precise POI detection results lead to better visual estimations. In
frame 260, the user was pointing the camera up and recording a flag wav-
ing in the sky. This operation caused an erroneous R estimation because
our method is currently limited to 2D space and therefore unaware of the
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altitude and elevation angle of the camera. The estimation process always
tries to find POIs on the ground plane. A future solution to this problem is
to construct a field-of-view model in 3D space so that the height of a POI
can be considered.
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To understand the accuracy of the estimated distance R, we collected
ground truth data from 1,000 video frames, which were randomly selected
from our video dataset. In Table 4.3, the first column shows the error range
calculated from the difference between the estimated visual distance R and
the ground truth data. The second column shows the percentage of the
corresponding error range. We note that more than 70% of the errors in
the estimated distance are below 100 m and errors above 300 m occur very
rarely. Columns three and four list the relative error values. We used the
following error metric e to calculate the relative error:
e =
∣∣∣∣Estimated R - Ground Truth RGround Truth R
∣∣∣∣ (4.4)
The table demonstrates that R values with a relative error of 30% or
less represent the majority. The above two error distribution trends clearly
indicate the usability of our visual distance estimation method.
Absolute Error Percentage of Relative Percentage of
|EstimatedR−GroundTruthR| Occurance Error Occurance
0 m ∼ 100 m 73.0% 0 ∼ 10% 38.1%
100 m ∼ 200 m 12.8% 10 ∼ 20% 18.9%
200 m ∼ 300 m 11.9% 20 ∼ 30% 7.9%
300 m ∼ 400 m 0.8% 30 ∼ 40% 10.1%
400 m ∼ 500 m 0.3% 40 ∼ 50% 6.5%
500 m ∼ 600 m 0.2% 50 ∼ 60% 5.9%
600 m ∼ 700 m 0.7% 60 ∼ 70% 0.9%
700 m ∼ 800 m 0.1% 70 ∼ 80% 2.0%
800 m ∼ 900 m 0.2% 80 ∼ 90% 2.4%
900 m ∼ 1,000 m 0% 90 ∼ 100% 0.3%
>100% 7.0%




In our experiments we did not make any specific assumptions about the
users’ video recording style. The robustness of our approach with respect
to various anomalies is of course of significant importance. We have some
preliminary indication that our method is quite robust and can be further
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enhanced with existing approaches (e.g., GPS stabilization, content-based
processing, etc.). However, we will have a clearer understanding of these is-
sues once we collect a much larger repository of data. Acquiring sensor-rich
videos is becoming increasingly easy. Thus, we expect there will be a grow-
ing trend for users to capture more videos. We currently have smartphone
apps publicly available and are collecting more user-generated content. We
plan to do an in-depth analysis of a very large set of data in the future.
With any grid-based algorithm the size of the cells can influence per-
formance. For our grid-based POI detection we have tested different grid
sizes from 5 × 5 m2 to 30 × 30 m2, and we found that the resulting POI
distributions are similar across these different settings.
Comparison with Alternative Approaches
Our method is complementary to other approaches while it also has some
specific strengths. Methods that use content-based analysis, such as Google
Goggles [39], require distinctive features of known landmarks (i.e., struc-
tures). For example, Goggles may not be able to recognize a famous lake
because of a lack of unique features. Our approach crowd-sources “interest-
ing” spots automatically. It is of course possible to enhance our approach
by combining it with content-based analysis and thus achieving the best of
both worlds. This will require careful study and we plan to explore such
an integration in the future.
Our POI estimation is not solely designed to be a standalone method.
We take advantage of using existing landmark databases if available. There
exists considerable research literature on detecting landmark places from
photos. The main difference of our method from existing approaches is that
we identify the location of interesting places that appear in users’ videos,
rather than the location where the user was standing, holding the camera.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter we presented an approach to detect POIs and their distances
from the camera location in a fully automated way. We provided two al-
gorithms for POI identification and also a method to estimate the effective
visual distance without examining the actual video content, purely based on
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associated sensor information. In addition, we designed a cross-intersection
elimination method to remove non-existing phantom POIs. The experimen-
tal results show that our technique is very effective in detecting POIs and
estimating their visual distance from the camera location.
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Keyframe Presentation for Browsing
of Videos on Map Interfaces
In this chapter we consider the problem of presenting user-generated out-
door videos on a map interface for easy browsing and viewing. For exam-
ple, we are interested in mobile videos that have been collected by users
on vacations, on business trips, etc. For videos that relate to geographic
locations, regions or objects, map-based interfaces are a natural way to
present them and make them available for browsing and viewing. Example
interfaces are Bing Maps and Google Earth. Two aspects are crucially im-
portant for a good thumbnail presentation solution: (1) relevant keyframes
must be extracted to show the most salient features of a video and (2)
the keyframe thumbnails need to be placed in accurate locations on the
map-based interface.
Existing solutions are limited in that they allow users to post videos
based on a single GPS location, usually the initial camera position, and a
single keyframe is placed there. However, this approach is unsatisfactory
under two common conditions: (a) user mobility results in videos taken
along some trajectory, so a single thumbnail location is insufficient to de-
scribe the video, and (b) the location of the most salient object in the
video is often not at the position of the camera, but may in fact be quite a
distance away. Consider the example of a user videotaping the pyramids of
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Giza C he or she would probably need to stand at a considerable distance.
However, any user looking for videos of the pyramids would most likely
zoom into their actual location.
Here we consider the challenge of determining which keyframes to se-
lect and where to place them on the map. As a key feature of our system
we make use of our designed POI detection and visual distance estima-
tion method introduced in Chapter 4. The system automatically computes
popular places based on the collective information from all the available
videos. For each video it then extracts keyframes and renders them at
their proper location on the map synchronously with the video playback.
All the processing is performed in real-time, which allows for an interactive
exploration of all the videos in a geographic area.
5.1 Keyframe Extraction
We have discussed how to collect video and meta-data and calculate effec-
tive visible distance in Chapter 4. In this section, we present the methods
for visual similarity measurement and keyframe identification.
The keyframe extraction algorithm proceeds in three steps: we first
compute the effective visible distance for each frame as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2.2. Next we analyze the visual similarity between frames and finally
we select the keyframes with sufficient content change. The flowchart of
the proposed keyframe extraction algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
5.1.1 Visual Similarity Measurement
We derive an overlap ratio of a projected line between two FOVs to approx-
imate the visual similarity between two frames. To illustrate the analysis,
let us consider the diagrams in Figure 5.2, with a reference FOV located
at A(0, 0), directing its angle to North along the y-axis, and a target FOV
whose location is at B(x, y)(x ≥ 0), offset by angle difference γ. The angle
of view is 2 × β and R is the viewable distance. Our goal is to determine
by how much FOV B overlaps with FOV A.
In the first step we limit the problem to the case of 0 ≤ γ ≤ β as
depicted in Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b). We denote the vertical ordinate of
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Figure 5.2: Overlap ratio of the projected line between two FOVs.
the intersection point of FOV B’s left ray and y-axis as l1. For the case of
l1 ≤ R (see Figure 5.2(a)), from A’s perspective the overlap ratio (simplified
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as a line) by B is:
sim(fA, fB) =
R tan β + (R− l1) tan(β − γ)
2R tan β
(5.1)
If l1 is greater than R (see Figure 5.2(b)), the overlap ratio is:
sim(fA, fB) =
R tan β − (l1 −R) tan(β − γ)
2R tan β
(5.2)
If β ≤ γ ≤ 2× β, the ratio is reduced to the same result as shown in
Equation 5.1 (l1 ≤ R) and Equation 5.2 (l1 > R).
We now consider the situation when β ≤ −γ ≤ 2×β, that is, −2×β ≤
γ ≤ −β. We denote the vertical ordinate of the intersection point of FOV
B’s right ray and the y-axis as l2. For the case of l2 ≤ R (see Figure 5.2(c)),
from A’s perspective the overlap ratio (simplified as a line) by B is:
sim(fA, fB) =
R tan β − (R− l2) tan(−γ − β)
2R tan β
(5.3)
If l2 is greater than R (see Figure 5.2(d)), the overlap ratio is:
sim(fA, fB) =
R tan β + (l2 −R) tan(−γ − β)
2R tan β
(5.4)
If −β ≤ γ ≤ 0, the ratio is reduced to the same result as illustrated in
Equation 5.3 (l2 ≤ R) and Equation 5.4 (l2 > R). If there does not exist
an intersection point of FOV B’s ray and the y-axis, that is, γ ≥ 2 × β
or γ ≤ −2 × β, there exists no overlap, hence we set the ratio to zero.
Furthermore, if y is no less than R, there is no overlap either. Algorithm 2
shows the final algorithmic description which computes the overlap ratio
between two FOVs.
5.1.2 Keyframe Selection
Given a video sequence Si(i = 0, 1, ...N − 1) of N frames as input, every
frame is represented as an FOV. Let fi be the FOV representing the i
th
frame, where i denotes the index of the currently processed frame. At every
arriving new frame, an FOV is obtained to represent its visual content.
In the proposed algorithm, the first frame is always chosen as a keyframe.
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Require: (x, y): coordinate of FOV B,
γ: angle difference between the two FOVs,
β: (angle of view of FOV B)/2,
R: effective visible distance of FOV A
if γ ≥ 2× β||γ ≤ −2× β||y ≥ R then
return 0
else if 0 < γ < 2× β then
l1 = y − tan(pi/4 + β − γ)× x
if l1 > R then









l2 = y − tan(pi/4− β − γ)× x










Algorithm 2: Overlap Ratio Computation
The similarity score sim(flast, fi) between the FOV of the current frame
fi and the FOV of last extracted keyframe flast needs to be calculated. If
this similarity score is lower than a given threshold T , the current frame is
selected as a new keyframe and stored for later use when new frames will
arrive. The details are shown in Algorithm 3.
Require: KeyFrames: a set for selected keyframes
KeyFrames = {f0}, last = 0
for all i = 1 to N − 1 do
if sim(flast, fi) < T then
KeyFrames ∪ = fi, last = i
end if
end for
Algorithm 3: Keyframe Selection
The algorithm proceeds sequentially and only requires knowledge about
the video sequence up to the current temporal position. The underlying ra-
tionale is that the extracted keyframes will have sufficient content change.
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The video sequences with different lengths and activity levels are repre-
sented with a varying number of keyframes and the positions of keyframes
reflect their dynamic progression.
5.2 Experiments
5.2.1 Keyframe Extraction Results
The results for the proposed keyframe extraction algorithm are dependent
on the threshold T , which determines the final number of keyframes that
will be generated. The dependency of the number of keyframes on the
threshold T is illustrated in Figure 5.3. If we set a relatively high threshold
value, we might obtain a large number of keyframes with most of them
being similar to each other. On the other hand, if we set a relatively small
threshold value, the number of keyframes will be less and it is possible that
some content between keyframes will be missed. Based on these observa-
tions and taking into consideration that mobile phone applications have
battery constraints where similar keyframes should be avoided, we selected

















Figure 5.3: The number of keyframes as a function of the threshold T using
video v8636.
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We compare our keyframe extraction algorithm with the keyframe ex-
traction of the IBM Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval System (IMARS)1
(Figure 5.4(a)) [78]. IMARS compares successive frames and extracts a
keyframe when the visual difference between them is above a threshold.
The visual difference is obtained from the signal-level of the video content
and the successive frames are spaced according to a predefined frame sam-
pling rate V IDEOSKIPFACTOR. In the experiments, for the purpose of
fair comparison, we extract the same number of keyframes for each video
with IMARS and with our approach. Therefore we set the threshold of
IMARS differently for different videos. From Figure 5.4(a) we can observe
that the successive series of keyframes A1 − A9 and B1 − B5 extracted
by IMARS show very similar content. Conversely, looking at the results of
our algorithm (see Figure 5.4(b)), the visual content in H1 − H9 is only
represented by 3 frames D7, D8, D9 with IMARS, which in this case seems
to skip some content from the original video. We conjecture that redun-
dancy and information loss occur because a fixed frame sampling rate and
threshold for content-based features may not produce a concise keyframe
set and good human perception coverage at the same time. In contrast, our
algorithm generates a more compact keyframe set with adequate coverage
for the original video and is more computationally fast and efficient.
Figure 5.5 shows the visual similarity score trend for video v8636.
At timecode tf = 1, the first frame is selected as the first keyframe E1
as shown in Figure 5.4(b). As tf increases, the visual similarity score
between the current frame and the previous keyframe is calculated. Once
the score is less than T = 0.55, the current frame is selected as a keyframe.
The identified set of keyframes is labeled in the figure as E2, E3, ..., H9,
which corresponds to the keyframe sequence number in Figure 5.4(b). From
the figure we can see that if the similarity score changes smoothly (tf ∈
[0, 100]), less keyframes are extracted because the successive frames are
similar. In contrast, if the similarity score changes sharply (tf ∈ [315, 340]),
more keyframes are extracted because of the higher visual difference.
1http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/imars
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User Study
The evaluation of a keyframe extraction algorithm is not an easy task due
to the lack of an objective ground truth dataset. Hence we evaluated the
keyframes with a user study.
In the user study, thirteen people participated: 6 males and 7 females
including students and research staff. None of them has used IMARS sys-
tem before. We randomly selected 9 videos from the video dataset. The
participants were requested to watch the 9 videos, which had a total length
of about 32 minutes and covered various recognizable landmarks within
and approximately 4 × 4 km2 area of central Singapore. After watching
one video, the participants were provided two sets of selected keyframes
for this video: one from IMARS, the other from our approach. the two
keyframe set were placed randomly for different videos. They were re-
quired to compare the two sets of keyframes according to two factors: 1)
Redundancy, the algorithm should successfully remove the redundant data;
2) Lossless: the algorithm should preserve the essential message. The par-
ticipants can re-watch the videos as many times they like. Then they rated
the keyframes extracted from the two algorithms (1 – worst, 5 – best). A
mean opinion score (MOS) is computed by averaging the ratings of the 13
viewers for 9 videos.
Table 5.1 shows the results of the user study. In this experiment our
approach received a higher average score (3.93) than IMARS (3.00). The
participants have shown a strong preference to our keyframe set.
Video name Duration IMARS our approach
v1477 00:08:44 3.00 4.41
v1973 00:02:00 2.69 3.92
v2002 00:02:41 3.00 4.00
v2401 00:02:58 3.23 4.23
v2441 00:03:19 2.62 3.77
v4025 00:03:37 2.92 3.69
v5168 00:01:29 2.92 3.84
v7126 00:01:46 3.38 3.62
v8636 00:05:47 3.23 3.92
Total & Avg. 00:32:21 3.00 3.93
Table 5.1: The keyframes, extracted by IMARS and by our approach, are
evaluated by mean opinion score (MOS).
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5.2.2 Keyframe Placement Results
Figure 5.6: Video preview based on effective visible distance estimation.
Red Line: camera trajectory. Yellow Lines: camera direction, the length is
the effective visible distance. White Dashed Rectangles: manually added
labels. The thumbnails are automatically placed at the location of the main
focus object of each frame.
In the previous sections we showed the individual results for POI de-
tection (Section 4.2.1), effective visible distance estimation (Section 4.2.2)
and keyframe extraction (Section 5.1). By applying these methods to-
gether, we can utilize a map-based user interface to present user-collected
videos. Figure 5.6 illustrates such a conceptual video preview application.
Overlaid on Google Earth, the red line shows the trajectory of the mobile
camera for video v8636, and the yellow lines show the direction of the cam-
era view and the estimated effective visible distance for several keyframes.
When a user navigates along the trajectory on the map, the corresponding
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thumbnails for the video keyframes are displayed at the estimated (far or
near) locations. Note that keyframe placement is computed automatically.
In the figure, the only manual additions were the landmark labels and the
white, dashed arrows to illustrate the correspondence between the actual
locations of the landmarks and the estimated locations where the system
automatically placed the keyframes. For instance, by visual inspection we
can observe that the video frame at the lower left is focusing on the Mer-
lion. Knowing the direction and distance, the system can automatically
put the thumbnail near Merlion. This is for nearby objects. The right
two video frames show far objects such as the Singapore Flyer and Marina
Bay Sands. In the same way, the system finds the locations and directions
automatically and displays the thumbnails close to the objects.
5.3 Prototype
We have implemented a prototype video preview system. Below we describe
our current application implementation.
5.3.1 System Architecture
Our acquisition software is implemented as smartphone applications
available for both Android and iOS. The application software captures
720×480 resolution MPEG-4 videos and also records sensor measurements
every 250 milliseconds. After a recording the user can upload the video
through a network connection (either WiFi or 3G) to our demonstration
server.
The POI detection and keyframe extraction is performed on our
demonstration server. After receiving a video and the corresponding sen-
sor measurements (in JSON format) the server processes the GPS location
and the view angle of every video frame and inserts them into a spatial
database to make the information searchable. To enable efficient wide-area
access we transcode the videos to a 768 kbps bitrate and 480 × 360 pixel
resolution. A specific back-end process – depicted in a gray box in Fig. 5.7
– constructs the FOV (field of view) of every frame and updates the region
that is affected on a map grid incrementally. Local maxima throughout
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Figure 5.7: Server-side processes and data flow.
the grid are selected as POIs. Based on the set of POI locations the pro-
cess computes the distances to the camera locations and determines the
best-matching POI within each FOV as its visible distance. Subsequently,
the estimated visible distance provides the input for the keyframe deci-
sion. Finally, the computed keyframes are actually retrieved via the image
extraction module.
5.3.2 Demonstration
Our demonstration system allows users to experience sensor-rich videos
based on the underlying key mechanisms described in the previous sec-
tion. Fig. 5.8 illustrates the system interface. A list of video thumbnails
are presented along the top and a Google Maps interface is shown in the
lower part. The thumbnail list is automatically updated whenever a user
navigates across the map. When the mouse pointer hovers over one of the
thumbnails, the corresponding GPS trajectory and keyframe related infor-
mation is asynchronously retrieved from the server and displayed on the
map interface. When the user clicks a thumbnail, a map-overlaid player is
launched and the video played at the designated starting location. During
the playback of the video, the camera’s current location and FOV are ani-
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GPS trajectory FOV estimated viewed location
video player thumbnail list
Figure 5.8: A sample screen-shot taken during playback.
mated along the corresponding GPS trajectory, using the Raphae¨l2 vector
graphics engine. If a keyframe is encountered during playback, its thumb-
nail is positioned at its estimated location on the map along with a fade-out
visual effect.
Our prototype system is also useful in identifying some interesting
issues. For the keyframe extraction algorithm we observed that a few
keyframes do not match well. We found that some popular places tend
to have several distinct attractions which are challenging to distinguish.
One possible enhancement would be to also leverage existing landmark
information. An additional challenge is to provide correct distance estima-
2http://raphaeljs.com
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tions in the presence of obstructions such as large buildings. This issue can
be reduced if 3D building models are available to check for occlusions.
5.4 Summary
We presented a novel and integrated video exploration approach where
keyframes are positioned at an expected target location during playback
on a map interface. Keyframes and their locations are computed in a fully
automated manner. Thus, a number of visual cues are provided to the user
to effectively navigate a large set of videos.
We can predict the content actually in the video captured. And
through viewable scene change analysis, keyframe can be extracted auto-
matically and efficiently. Our keyframe extraction method is very suitable
to be executed near real-time – extract keyframe while the video is still
being captured, the reasons are: 1) the algorithm does not assume a fixed
number of keyframes in advance; instead, it selects keyframes appropriate
for the actual video content 2) it does not need the global information
about the video content 3) the computation is light-weight because of the
use of metadata.
From our prototype system we have identified a number of areas for
improvements and future work. First, there currently exists a slight asyn-
chrony between the video and FOV renderings (typically less than one-
second). This is caused by the difficulty of determining the exact time
when the first video frame is recorded on the mobile device. Second, the
GPS and compass signals are quite noisy and jittery, since we render the
raw sensor data without any post-processing. To solve these issues, we plan
to apply appropriate low-pass filtering mechanism combined with motion-
vector analysis.
We plan to open our APIs for access to all sensor measurements and
for users to submit their own keyframe extraction algorithms and hence






In this chapter we present a geo-predictive streaming system called GTube.
Mobile media streaming may suffer from discontinuous playback which af-
fects the user perceived Quality of Service (QoS). As the user of a portable
device is moving along a path, network bandwidth fluctuates between dif-
ferent locations, and even in the same area the bandwidth can vary due to
factors like the surrounding environment and the time of day. Most current
mobile platforms do not predefine a strategy to deal with this situation.
Hence how to handle this problem presents a challenge for mobile streaming
applications.
Recently attention has focused on adaptive HTTP streaming, which
has emerged as a popular video delivery mechanism based on HTTP pro-
gressive downloads. Because different variations of HTTP streaming ex-
ist, it has been standardized as Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(DASH) [104]. Its main features consist of (1) splitting a large video file
into smaller pieces (called segments), (2) providing client-initiated flexi-
ble bandwidth adaptation by enabling stream switching among differently
encoded segments, and (3) supporting near-live streaming events. DASH
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promises to improve users’ end-to-end experience significantly by perform-
ing the video segment quality scheduling naturally and flexibly at the client
side.
Under varying wireless conditions the configuration of a mobile media
player’s quality scheduler is hence both challenging and important. The
general design goals of quality adaptation in adaptive HTTP streaming for
mobile devices include the following aspects, in addition to the common
rate adaptation for media streaming.
• The scheduler should identify whether a specific quality level matches
the end-to-end network bandwidth capacity. It should utilize as much
of the potential bandwidth as possible to provide the user with a high
average video quality.
• The scheduler should have an effective buffer strategy to avoid stream-
ing buffer underflows or overflows since such events cause playback
interruptions.
• The scheduler should avoid rapid oscillations in quality, as this has
an undesirable effect on the user’s quality of experience.
• The scheduler should avoid changing the quality by too many levels
in a single adjustment as it affects the user’s perceived quality.
To satisfy the above design requirements, it is very beneficial if a
streaming application can estimate the future network conditions in ad-
vance, therefore performing quality and buffer control smartly and effi-
ciently. At least two key challenges exist for building such system. An ini-
tial and essential step is to obtain and maintain a bandwidth map, which
relates the network condition to the location information. Applications
that have access to such information will be able to anticipate upcoming
fluctuations in the network before they occur. A reliable bandwidth predic-
tion scheme which also needs to be carefully designed is the second major
challenge.
Here we present a geo-predictive streaming system called GTube to
achieve these goals. The application obtains a user’s location using the
built-in Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver of a mobile device. A
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request indicating the device’s trajectory will be sent to a server, and
information about the expected connection quality in future locations is
subsequently received. With this information, the application can adjust
streaming parameters accordingly and provide a smooth and comparably




























Figure 6.1: Flowchart of the proposed geo-predictive GTube streaming
system.
We now describe the design of GTube in details. Figure 6.1 shows a
flowchart of the proposed system. As Geo-bandwidth Providers, mobile
nodes collect required data tuples such as bandwidth, GPS location and
capture time during video streaming. This functionality can be combined
with a DASH player. The collected geo-bandwidth data are uploaded to
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the Geo-predictive Server immediately. The Geo-predictive Server is in
charge of building and keeping a bandwidth map which correlates loca-
tions with other data associated to each location (e.g., network through-
put, measurement time, etc.). In a typical streaming session, other users
(DASH Clients) can request DASH segments from the Multimedia Server,
and they are also responsible for sending their locations and speed to the
Geo-predictive Server to obtain the predicted bandwidth. Upon receiving
the bandwidth request, the Geo-predictive Server matches the current GPS
sample point to the road network, predicts the future path of the client,
then calculates the possible bandwidth (through a k-NN algorithm) along
that path and sends it to the client. Based on the predicted bandwidth,
the DASH Client applies the best quality level it can afford.
We first describe how the geo-bandwidth data are collected by the
mobile client and uploaded to the server, and how a bandwidth request
is issued. Next, we illustrate how the Geo-predictive Server estimates the
bandwidth and acts to respond to the bandwidth request. Finally, we
introduce two quality adaptation algorithms which both can utilize the
bandwidth prediction scheme.
6.2.1 Geo-Bandwidth Data Collection and Upload
To build the bandwidth map, we need to record a large set of the lo-
cations (P ) and bandwidth measurements (bw) of mobile clients. The
collected meta-data streams are combined and analogous to sequences of
〈nid, t, s, P, bw〉 tuples, where nid represents the ID of the mobile device,
t indicates the time instant at which the data was recorded, and s is the
speed of the client.
When a mobile client begins video streaming, the GPS is turned on
to record the location as 〈latitude, longitude〉 pair. Our custom-written
recording software receives location updates as soon as new values are avail-
able and records the updates along with the coordinated universal (UTC)
time. The clients measure the receiver rate at each geo-location. Each
recorded GPS update includes: (1) the current latitude and longitude, (2)
the satellite time (in UTC) for the location update (in seconds), and (3)
the current speed over ground. It is worth noting that this functionality
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can easily be added to any DASH client.
This part of the system also manages the storage of the bandwidth
data on the device’s flash disk. The goal is to utilize a flexible data format
that can be easily ingested at a server. In this situation we choose JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation) as the data interchange and storage format,
since it has an equal descriptive power comparable to XML and has a
much smaller grammar. The data format consists of four mandatory key
attributes:
• format version: The version number of the data format.
• network type: The type of wireless internet access.
• network operator: The provider of wireless communication ser-
vices.
• network data: Stores sequences of 〈t, s, P, bw〉 data collected from
a mobile device.





























The client routinely sends POST HTTP requests with this information
to the Geo-predictive Server. The data are uploaded to build the band-
width map, which relates the network condition to geographic locations.
A geo-bandwidth query is sent to the Geo-predictive Server together with
these data, hence the server can perform bandwidth prediction and send
the predicted values back to the DASH Client. Afterwards, the quality
scheduler in the DASH Client will perform quality selection by using the
predicted bandwidth.
6.2.2 Geo-Bandwidth Query and Response
The streaming client routinely queries the Geo-predictive Server for future
bandwidth. It sends its current location and speed (g, s) to the server.
If the user is traveling on a road, the Geo-predictive Server will perform
map matching and path prediction for the mobile client along a road arc.
Otherwise, the mobile client is assumed to move uniformly in a straight
line and the future locations can be easily calculated. Then the server
predicts the bandwidth for the future T time interval based on the historical
bandwidth values measured around the predicted locations, and sends the
list of estimated bandwidth values to the streaming client.
To explain our geo-bandwidth prediction scheme better, we now pro-
vide some definitions which will be used later.
Definition (Road Network): The road network represents a finite
street system. It consists of a set of one-way or two-way road curves in
R2, each of which is called a road arc and assumed to be piecewise linear.
An arc A can be completely characterized by a finite sequence of points
(a1, a2, . . . , an), where the endpoints a1 and an are referred to as nodes
while a2, a3, . . . , an−1 are referred to as shape points.
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Definition (Map Matching): Assume that a vehicle (or a person) is
moving along a finite street system N and an abstract road network N′
is used to represent this system. For this moving object, a sequence of
observed positions of this object in the road network is acquired at a finite
number of points in time, denoted by t1, t2, ..., tn. This object’s actual
location at time tn is denoted by vn and the GPS sample point is denoted
by gn. Thus, map matching is to match the sample point gn to an arc in
the road network N′, while determining the map-matched position on the
arc that best corresponds to the vehicle’s actual location vn.
Definition (Historical Trajectories): A user moving between two lo-
cations in a road network generates a trajectory. A user’s trajectory is
defined as a sequence of connected road arcs between two locations. GPS
can record the user’s locations at fixed time intervals and the speed at each
location. These recorded locations together with speed information are
transmitted to the server. On the server, these raw location sequences can
be map-matched with the road network to generate a trajectory. The set
of previous trajectories of a user are considered as his/her historical trajec-
tories. In our study, trajectories are kept separate for each user, because
at the crossroads different user may take different paths according to the
user’s moving preference. When a user is new to the target area, s/he does
not have historical trajectories. In this case, the server uses a trajectory












Figure 6.2: Illustration diagram of bandwidth prediction (k = 3).
Figure 6.2 illustrates the concept of bandwidth prediction. We first
find the match point (red rectangle) of the GPS sample point (green dia-
mond) on the road network (black line segment), then we predict the future
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locations (red circles). To narrow the scope, we issue a range query (blue
dashed circle) with distance d and obtain the bandwidth measure points
(blue triangles) within the range. Next the points whose sample time is
within the adjacent time interval are selected. Among them we find the k
nearest bandwidth measurement locations and finally we use the distance
values d1, d2, d3 as weight parameters to calculate the bandwidth.
We now describe the operation for bandwidth prediction in details.
Assume that the user is located at point v on some road arc. Due to the
inaccuracy of GPS, the obtained GPS sample point probably maps to a
different location g.
• First, a map matching is performed for this new GPS sample point
g. We find the most likely route which results in the trajectory data
up to now. Then we select the last road arc A on this route as the
most possible road arc the mobile user is traveling on now. Finally,
we find the match point v of g on road arc A such that it satisfies v =
argmin∀vi∈Adist(vi, g), where dist(vi, g) returns the distance between
vi and g.
We adapt the improved HMM-based map matching algorithm intro-
duced by Fang et al. [30]. To apply the HMM model, we can view
the candidate road arcs in the road network as the hidden states,
and the sample points derived from the noisy localization measure-
ments as the observations. Then the map matching is redefined as
finding the most probable arc sequence in the network which could
have generated the given sample points. The algorithm utilizes the
historical information from previous candidate arcs (candidate arcs
of the previous sample point), as well as the topological information
and speed constraints of the road network, instead of a range query,
to find the current candidate arcs faster. Moreover, when it identi-
fies a current candidate arc, only those previous candidate arcs from
which this current candidate arc is temporally accessible are consid-
ered. Meanwhile the corresponding shortest routes are also found,
respectively.
• Second, given the speed s of the mobile user and the match point v
on road arc A obtained in the previous step, we aim to predict the
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future possible locations (p ∈ P ) the user will be at. We assume a
linear movement along the road arc. Denote T as the predicted time
interval, and t as the time step. Hence, the future locations will be p =
v+ s× jt, where j is an integer in the range of [1, bT
t
c]. However, the
above method only applies when the user moves along a single road
arc. To handle the uncertainty problem when the user encounters an
intersection, we adapt the predictive location model [55] to calculate
the probability. We store the historical trajectories on the server and
use them to infer the number of times the user has traveled on each
road arc and the trajectory choice at each intersection. The model
uses a probability matrix to describe the probabilistic information at
an intersection. The matrix is dynamic and is updated periodically.
The model evaluates all the options and selects the road arc with the
highest probability.
• Third, since it is impossible to obtain bandwidth measurements for
every single location, it is necessary to perform interpolation to ob-
tain bandwidth estimations for target locations derived from adja-
cent points with bandwidth measurements. In our system we use
the k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) to retrieve the nearest loca-
tions (l1, l2, ..., lk) and calculate the weighted mean bandwidth among
them. For efficient processing, we issue a range query with distance
d and gather the bandwidth measurement points within the range.
As Figure 6.5 shows, the measured bandwidth for a single location
can vary dramatically during the time of day, but the changing pat-
tern tends to repeat itself over the days. That is, the bandwidth
measurements in the same time period of different days shows little
change. In order to make use of this property, we only select the
bandwidth measurement points whose recording time is within the
same time period (Tp) of the query time on different days. For exam-
ple, assume the query time is 7am of day 3, given Tp = 2h, we will
pick up all the measurement points whose recording time is between
6am and 8am of day 1 and day 2.
Intuitively, we assume that the bandwidth values of near locations
are more similar than those of locations farther apart. Therefore,
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we apply an Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) interpolation for the
bandwidth estimation. IDW assigns greater weights to points closer
to the prediction location, and the weights diminish as a function of















where pow is the power value that determines the rate at which the
weights decrease.
Algorithm 4 outlines our method for bandwidth prediction. In line 1 func-
tion MapMatching(G, g) finds the match point v of the GPS sample point
g on a road network G. Then it calculates the future possible locations
(p ∈ P ) where the user will be at (lines 2–5). Next for all the pre-
dicted locations, RangeQuery(p, d, L) uses location p as a central point
and fetches points from set L within the requested range d. Function
TimeFilter(Tp, LR) picks up the points whose sampling times are within
Tp. KNN(k, p, LT ) finds k nearest neighbors for location p among loca-
tion set LT , and the Euclidean distance is used as the distance metric.
IDW (Lk, B(Lk), p) uses the inverse weighted distance interpolation to cal-
culate the estimated bandwidth value b at location p, and Lk is a set of
known locations with bandwidth measurement values B(Lk). Afterwards
the estimated bandwidth value b is incorporated to the set Bp (lines 6–12).
Finally the set of estimated bandwidth values is returned (line 13).
6.2.3 Quality Adaptation
Upon receipt of the response of a previous bandwidth request, the DASH
Client can make use of these data to perform quality adaptation. The
quality adaptation algorithm determines the representation of the next
media segment to be fetched each time after receiving the previous segment.
Suppose the stream we desire to transmit contains C representation
levels. The levels are 0,1, ..., C − 1 (0 is the index for the lowest level). r
is the encoding media bitrate for the current video quality level used, and
r′ is the proposed level to be used after the next switch. Thus r0 (rC−1)
represents the lowest (highest) bitrate. We write r−(r+) for the bitrate
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Require: g: current GPS sample point
s: current speed of the mobile client
T : predict time interval
t: time step
G: road network
M = (B,L): bandwidth map. B–bandwidth, L–location
B(l): bandwidth measured in location l
Tp: adjacent time period
b: predict bandwidth value
Initialize P = ∅, where P is set of positions identified for predictive
path
Bp = ∅, where Bp is a set of bandwidth values predicted for next T
time
1: v = MapMatching(G, g)
2: for all j ∈ [1, bT
t
c] do
3: p = v + s× jt
4: P = P ∪ p
5: end for
6: for all p ∈ P do
7: LR = RangeQuery(p, d, L)
8: LT = TimeFilter(Tp, LR)
9: Lk = KNN(k, p, LT )
10: b = IDW (Lk, B(Lk), p)
11: Bp = Bp ∪ b
12: end for
13: return B
Algorithm 4: Algorithm for geo-bandwidth prediction
of the next higher (lower) quality level with respect to r. Denote β as
the current buffered media duration, βlow as the minimum buffered media
duration required, and βhigh as the maximum buffered media duration. We
denote as ρ′ the predicted bandwidth for the next time steps.
Based on the amount of available predicted bandwidth values, we pro-
pose two algorithms for quality adaptation.
A. 1-predict Algorithm
It is comparably simple and accurate if the Geo-predictive Server only
needs to predict the bandwidth value for the next one time step. In this
case, the quality adaptation algorithm can only take the most recent pre-
dicted bandwidth value as input and perform the quality selection. Here
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we propose the 1-predict rate adaptation algorithm which works as follows.
If β < βlow, there is a risk that the buffer will underflow, so switch to
the lowest quality level.
While βlow < β < βhigh, by comparing ρ
′ and r, we can make the
switching decision as follows: (1) If ρ′ < r−, it means the bandwidth is too
low to transmit the video segment at the current quality level, so decrease
and switch to the first bitrate for which r′ < ρ′. (2) If r− < ρ′ ≤ r,
then the bandwidth is not enough to transmit the video segment at the
current quality level, but decreasing one level should be sufficient. (3) If
r < ρ′ ≤ r+, it means that the network condition is getting better, but
switching up one level may cause the proposed bitrate to move higher than
the average TCP throughput, so keeping the status unchanged is suitable
for the current situation. (4) If ρ′ > r+, the available bandwidth can allow
a higher video quality presentation level, so we can increase to r′ which is
the highest bitrate for which r′ < ρ′.
If β > βhigh, the client has quite a bit of buffered media to consume.
In this case, we have two options: switching to a higher quality level, or
keeping the current quality level and delay the transmission of the next
video segment. If the current quality level is already the highest one, or
the predicted bandwidth is less than the next higher bitrate, we will stay
with the current quality level, and wait for a period of time until the buffer
level reduces to a more moderate value (
βlow+βhigh
2
). Otherwise, we will
switch to a higher quality level.
Algorithm 5 outlines our method for the 1-predict quality adaptation.
As a drawback, if we only use the predicted bandwidth value in the next
time step to determine the video rate since bandwidth is naturally time
and location varying, the curve of the selected video rate over time will not
be smooth. Furthermore, the user’s quality of experience will suffer due to
frequent video bitrate fluctuations. Hence, to avoid this phenomenon and
to stabilize the video quality, we propose to use the running average band-
width to replace the next predicted bandwidth value in Algorithm 5. For
simplicity, we only use the 2 seconds running average connection through-
put: the predicted bandwidth for this second and the actual bandwidth
for the last second. Denote ρi as the actual bandwidth in the i
′th time
interval and ρ′i as the predicted bandwidth, then the 2-sec running average
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ρ′: Predicted bandwidth for next time interval
β: Current buffered media time
Initialize r′ = r, Tidle = 0
1: if β < βlow then
2: r′ = r0
3: else if β < βhigh then
4: if r− < ρ′ ≤ r then
5: r′ = r−
6: else if r < ρ′ ≤ r+ then
7: r′ = r
8: else
9: r′ = the highest bitrate for which r′ < ρ′
10: end if
11: else
12: if r = rC−1 or ρ′ < r+ then
13: Tidle = β − βlow+βhigh2
14: else
15: r′ = r+
16: end if
17: end if
18: return r′, Tidle






i + λ2ρi−1 + (1− λ1 − λ2)ρi−1 i > 0
ρ0 i = 0
(6.1)
In the experiments, we set the same weight for ρi and ρ
′
i, λ1 = λ2 = 0.3.
B. N-predict Algorithm
If the Geo-predictive Server can estimate the bandwidth values for
the next N time steps, the rate adaptation algorithm can utilize all this
information and perform more smooth rate switching. Additionally it can
ensure better bandwidth utilization.
Here we propose the N -predict quality adaptation algorithm. Denote
ρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρN−1 as the predicted bandwidth values for the next N time
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β − βlow β > βlow
0 β ≤ βlow
(6.2)
Then the bitrate r for the next several video segments to be transmit-
ted is established by calculating the average transmitted throughput γ as





′) = N × γ (6.3)
Here, α (0 < α < 1) is a configuration parameter used to ensure that
there is enough data that can be transmitted with the selected quality level.
For the next N time steps, we can switch to r which is the highest bitrate
for which r < γ. During the actual transmission, there is a chance that
the buffer will underflow because the selected bitrate is calculated based
on an average value. To avoid this phenomenon, if β < βlow, we decrease
the quality level by one to ensure smooth playback.
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6.3 Evaluation
To demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed GTube framework, we con-
ducted experiments on the datasets we collected. In this section, we first
introduce several datasets used for evaluation, and then illustrate the exper-




Our road network information is based on OpenStreetMap 1 data.
We extract the XML data from the map around the area of the National
University of Singapore (NUS). The road network is contained within a
rectangular area with the top left corner at (lat/long 1.306570, 103.765195)
and bottom right corner at (lat/long 1.288520, 103.789485).
B. Bandwidth Traces
We collected bandwidth data of the NUS campus by traveling on school
buses and by walking around the campus area. We used a HTC Nexus
One phone to perform HTTP streaming downloads. The phone received
the stream over its 3G interface and used the internal GPS module for
location tracking. Our custom-written data acquisition software fetches
information such as location, timestamp, etc., and calculates the average
throughput every second as the observed bandwidth. We collected more
than 1,000 bandwidth values in a 7-day period. Figure 6.3 shows some of
the bandwidth traces around the NUS campus. This map is used by the
Geo-bandwidth Server to predict the bandwidth.
Specifically, in our experiments we use two traces – Track 1 (184s)
and Track 2 (283s) – to evaluate the performance of the quality adapta-
tion algorithms. Their bandwidth values are shown in Figure 6.7(a) and
Figure 6.8(a).
C. GPS Traces
To evaluate the accuracy of the map-matching and path prediction
algorithm proposed in Section 6.2.2, we need a GPS trace dataset which
1http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure 6.3: An example of a bandwidth map for the NUS campus.
contains historical trajectories and user identification information. To ob-
tain these data, we employed 5 students to record their GPS trajectories
in the NUS campus for a 7-day period. During that week, they performed
their daily activities (e.g., go to the canteen on a school bus, walk to a
lecture room or gym, etc.) as they usually did. The average total length
of the GPS trace for one user is 18km.
State-of-the-art mobile devices report the GPS accuracy of the received
GPS signal in addition to the location. We found that the two different
mobile devices we tested had two different minimum GPS error bounds: 6
meters and 2 meters. The GPS error distribution for our GPS trace dataset
is shown in Figure 6.4. One can see that most of the GPS errors are below
20 meters.
D. Video Segments
The used video sequence (Big Buck Bunny) was generated with an
open source DASH content generation tool [61]. It has duration of approx-
imately 600 seconds. The segment size is 2s. The available bitrates are 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 Mbit/s.
For later use, we note here that the smallest percentage difference
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Figure 6.4: GPS error distribution for GPS trace dataset.
between bitrates is (0.7− 0.6)/0.7 = 14.3%.
6.3.2 Experimental Setup
We implemented an extensive simulator by using C++ and the ns2 plat-
form [49]. We assume an urban wireless communication infrastructure
where mobile users are traveling on the road network of the NUS cam-
pus. The bandwidth prediction module is implemented with C++. The
simulator took the measured bandwidth traces, the historical trajectories
and the mobile user’s current location and speed as input, and estimated
the geo-bandwidth information for the user. The network condition is simu-
lated by ns2, and we implemented a DASH client also in ns2, where various
quality adaptation algorithms can be tested. The simulation parameters
are summarized in Table 6.1.
Module Parameter Description Values
N Predict time step 1–200, 10
Path t Time step 1s
Prediction T = N × t Predict time interval 1s–200s, 10s
Tp Selected adjacent time period 1h–24h, 3h
Bandwidth pow Power value used in IDW 2
Prediction k Input for k-NN algorithm 1–20, 5
βlow, βhigh Buffer setting βlow = 10s, βhigh = 50s
Quality λ1, λ2 Weight for running average bandwidth λ1 = 0.3, λ2 = 0.3
Adaptation α Configure parameter N-predict 0.5
Table 6.1: Parameters used in the experiments (values in bold are the
default settings).
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6.3.3 Evaluation Metrics
To measure the performance of our proposed approach, we now describe
the evaluation metrics we focus on for different modules.
A. Path Prediction
Correct location prediction rate: As Figure 6.4 shows, most of the GPS
errors are below 20m. If the distance between the predicted and actual
location is less than 20m, we consider the prediction to be correct. The
correct location prediction rate is calculated as the ratio of the number of
correct location predictions to the number of all location predictions.
B. Bandwidth Prediction
Correct bandwidth prediction rate: As we calculated in the video seg-
ments dataset, the smallest percentage bitrate differences between different
video quality level is 14.3%. If the difference between the predicted and ac-
tual bandwidth is less than 14.3%, we consider the prediction to be correct.
The rationale behind this assumption is: this small shift will not cause the
DASH client to switch the video quality for more than one level. The cor-
rect bandwidth prediction rate is calculated as the ratio of the number of
correct bandwidth predictions to the number of all bandwidth predictions.
C. Quality Adaptation
For comparison, we implemented two other quality adaptation algo-
rithms. The first is the algorithm proposed by Liu et al. [64], where the
authors use µ = MSD/SFT as the transmission metric to decide whether
to switch up or down (MSD is the media segment duration and SFT is
the segment fetch time). If µ > 1 +max((bri+1 − bri)/bri), the chosen video
rate will be switched up one level, where bri denotes the encoded media
bitrate of representation i. If µ < γd where γd denotes the switch down
threshold, the chosen video rate reduces to a level to meet bri < µbc, where
bc denotes the bitrate of the current representation. To prevent a buffer
overflow, before sending the next GET request, the algorithm will wait
for ts = tm − tmin − (bc/bmin)MSD seconds, where ts, tm and tmin denote
the idle time in seconds, the buffered media time, and bc and bmin denote
the current representation bitrate and the minimum representation bitrate,
respectively. The other algorithm implemented for comparison is the qual-
ity adaptation algorithm used by Adobe’s Open Source Media Framework
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(OSMF) [1], shown in Algorithm 6. The download ratio (playback time of
last segment downloaded / amount of time it took to download that whole
segment, from request to finish) is compared to the switch ratio (claimed
rate of proposed quality / claimed rate of current quality). The quality
switch decision is made based on the comparison of the two ratio values.
Require: tlastseg: Time of downloading the last segment




τ : Segment duration
rdownload ← τ/tlastseg
1: if rdownload < 1 then
2: if r > r0 then
3: if rdownload < r
−/r then
4: r′ = r0
5: else




10: if r < rC−1 then
11: while r′ < rC−1 do
12: r′ = r′+







Algorithm 6: Quality adaptation algorithm in OSMF
We used the same experimental environment and the same simulation
parameters for the four algorithms. We conducted the same experiments
as for our algorithms, and the same curves were plotted for comparison.
The following performance metrics were used for the evaluation.
• Achieved segment quality level along the routes according to time.
• Ratio of Bandwidth utilization refers to the ratio of the bitrate of
selected quality level to the actual bandwidth.
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• Rate of video quality level shift refers to the number of quality switches
divided by the number of segment switches.
Nswitch
Nsegment − 1
This is used to quantify the frequency of quality switches.
6.3.4 Experimental Results
A. Path Prediction Results
It is well known that channel conditions can change very quickly in
a wireless environment. To investigate the temporal property of dynamic
changing bandwidth, we measured the bandwidth for a single location for
7 days. Figure 6.5 shows how the measured bandwidth for a single location
can vary dramatically during the time of a day, but the changing pattern
tends to repeat on different days. That is, the bandwidth measurements
during the same time period of different days shows little change. Based on
this property, bandwidth measurement points in adjacent time periods of
different days can be used as input for bandwidth prediction as described



















Figure 6.5: Bandwidth statistics for a single location at different times of
7 days.
Figure 6.6(a) shows the correct location prediction rate for different
prediction time interval T values. When the prediction time becomes
longer, more uncertainties will appear. For example, the user may speed
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up, slow down or stop. As a result the correct prediction rate decreases as
T increases. In a later section, we will show the quality adaptation results
for different T values.
B. Bandwidth Prediction Results
Next we investigate the impact of different parameters on the per-
formance of the bandwidth prediction. Figure 6.6(b) shows the correct
bandwidth prediction rate for different k values. When k is less than 3, the
obtained input samples for bandwidth prediction are too few, resulting in a
correct rate lower than 80%. On the other hand, when the k value is large
(e.g., larger than 12), the prediction accuracy decreases, which is likely be-
cause too many noisy values are included into the calculation. Therefore,
we set the default k value as 5, with the highest correct prediction rate of
94%.
Figure 6.6(c) shows the correct bandwidth prediction rate of different
selected adjacent time period Tp values. When Tp is small, we do not have
enough samples to obtain accurate prediction results. On the other hand,
when the Tp value is large (e.g., larger than 15), the prediction accuracy is
not satisfied either, which is probably because too many noisy values are
taken into consideration. Hence we set the default Tp value as 3, which
results in a comparably high correct prediction rate of 95%.
C. Quality Adaptation Results
Figure 6.7 shows the bandwidth prediction and quality selection results
for the four quality adaptation algorithms. Liu’s algorithm uses conserva-
tive step-wise up switching and aggressive down switching (Figure 6.7(b)).
The video quality is very stable, but the average video bitrate is very low.
This is because the algorithm is too conservative and can not make full use
of the bandwidth. In Adobe’s algorithm (Figure 6.7(c)), the next segment
to be downloaded is the one whose bitrate is closest to the recent band-
width, with no considerations to stability or safety margins. As a result,
the users’ quality of experience suffers due to buffer underflow and too fre-
quent oscillations in quality. To a certain extent, the 1-predict bandwidth
(Figure 6.7(d)) is a smoothed version of the original TCP throughput (Fig-
ure 6.7(a)). Based on such a smoothed bandwidth trace, the 1-predict
algorithm can achieve more stable quality switches compared to Adobe’s
algorithm. Furthermore, with the N-predict algorithm (Figure 6.7(e)), the
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(c) Correct bandwidth prediction rate.
Figure 6.6: Evaluation results for path prediction and bandwidth predic-
tion.
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video quality is smoothed out considerably as the algorithm can use enough
predicted bandwidth in the calculation. It successfully achieves our goals:
higher bandwidth utilization, avoiding switching too often, and avoiding
the rapid fluctuations that are known to annoy users. Similar results can
be seen from Figure 6.8 for Track 2.
Figure 6.9 presents the cumulative distribution function of the video
data in each quality level for the four algorithms. For both tracks, the aver-
age quality level used in Liu’s algorithm is much lower than the other three.
The positive aspect is that it ensures the fluency of the playback. The CDF
of the quality level is about the same for Adobe’s and the 1-predict algo-
rithm, while the performance of N-predict is slightly better than the other
two. Especially, the amount of high quality level segments selected by 1-
predict and N-predict are obviously more than for the other two, through
which our algorithms can provide users a better viewing experience.
Liu Adobe 1-predict N-predict
Track 1 60.1% 73.4% 85.6% 92.0%
Track 2 67.8% 78.5% 86.1% 93.3%
Table 6.2: Ratio of bandwidth utilization (higher numbers are better).
Liu Adobe 1-predict N-predict
Track 1 31.4% 76.3% 50.8% 12.5%
Track 2 43.3% 72.9% 53.2% 11.9%
Table 6.3: Rate of video quality level shift (lower numbers are better).
Table 6.2 shows the ratio of bandwidth utilization for the four algo-
rithms. As we discussed above, the N-predict algorithm almost fully utilizes
the available bandwidth (92.0%), and the ratio of bandwidth utilization for
the 1-predict algorithm (85.6%) is higher than the other two.
In order to quantify the frequency of quality switching for each algo-
rithm, we calculate the percentage of quality level switching by the number
of quality switches divided by the number of segment switches ( Nswitch
Nsegment−1).
From Table 6.3, we can tell that the switch percentage of the 1-predict al-
gorithm (50.8%) is lower than Adobe’s algorithm (76.3%), but higher than
Liu’s algorithm (31.4%). While the N-predict algorithm (10.0%) performs
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(e) N-predict algorithm. (N = 10)
Figure 6.7: Video quality level for four algorithms for Track 1.
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(e) N-predict algorithm. (N = 10)
Figure 6.8: Video quality level for four algorithms for Track 2.
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Figure 6.9: Cumulative distribution function of quality.
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(e) N = 40
Figure 6.10: Video quality level for different N values obtained from the
N-predict algorithm (Track 2).
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better than the other three, making it the most stable scheduler that can
provide a good viewing experience.
From the above observation, we find that the bandwidth prediction
method is helpful to improve the stabilization of the video quality, and to
increase the bandwidth utilization. We next turn our attention to the im-
pact of the prediction time range on the N-predict algorithm. For different
N values, Figure 6.10 shows the video quality level selection results for
Track 2. As the prediction time increases, the stabilization of the stream-
ing quality improves, i.e., it results in long intervals of the same quality.
However, the chance of false bandwidth prediction also increases, and the
chance of buffer underflow increases (210s in Figure 6.10(d) and 110s in
Figure 6.10(e)). This reinforces the notion that more precise bandwidth
detection results lead to better streaming quality.
6.3.5 Discussion
In our experiments we did not make any specific assumptions about the
users’ moving behavior and video viewing behavior. The robustness of
our approach with respect to various anomalies is of course of significant
importance. We have some preliminary indication that our method is quite
robust. However, we will only have a clearer picture of these issues once
we collect a much larger repository of data.
In our current implementation, we do not consider the battery life
of mobile devices. For example, GPS is very energy-consuming. Energy-
efficient data collection and transmission on mobile device have been dis-
cussed in many existing works [44, 30], which we will address in the future.
What we describe in this paper is a pipelined system with several com-
ponents. To customize the service, one can replace the algorithm of each
component with other algorithms. For example, different map-matching or
path prediction methods could be used.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have presented GTube, a novel approach to enable geo-
predictive mobile streaming. We have shown how to collect bandwidth
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data and build a bandwidth map, how to perform path and bandwidth
predictions, and further how to use the prediction results to help improve
the DASH streaming. We evaluated our scheme via simulations, and com-
pared it with two other algorithms. Our experiments show that the tech-
nique is effective to achieve continuous playback and to provide higher and




In this chapter, we summarize the conclusions that we have reached in
transmission, processing and presentation of sensor-rich videos. Also, a
few potential areas for extension and possible applications of these research
results will be presented.
7.1 Summary of Research
This thesis proposed to develop comprehensive methods for transmission
and processing of sensor-rich videos. The aim is to properly utilize the
sensor metadata to achieve goals such as efficient video transmission, POI
detection and effective video presentation. This thesis has proposed sev-
eral methods to address these issues. Below we summarize the specific
contributions and findings of our works.
First, in Chapter 3, we presented the design and prototype implemen-
tation of a mobile video acquisition and upload scheme that uses smart-
phones as mobile video sensors. We implemented an extensive simulator
to demonstrated the energy efficiency of our system. The simulation re-
sults show that compare to Immediate strategy, our onDemand strategy
can save energy for mobile device ranges from 10% to 40%, prolongs the
device lifetime up to 50%, and the total reduced data transmitted ranges
between 10% to 70%.
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Second, in Chapter 4, we presented an approach to detect POIs and
their distances from the camera location in a fully automated way. We pro-
vided two algorithms for POI identification and also a method to estimate
the effective visual distance without examining the actual video content,
purely based on associated sensor information. In addition, we designed
a cross-intersection elimination method to remove non-existing phantom
POIs. The experimental results show that our approach can successfully
detect POIs from Singapore and Chicago dataset within limited time pe-
riod.
Third, Chapter 5 presented a novel and integrated video exploration
approach where keyframes are positioned at an expected target location
during playback on a map interface. Keyframes and their locations are
computed in a fully automated manner. Thus, a number of visual cues
are provided to the user to effectively navigate a large set of videos. We
have implemented a prototype system to demonstrate the feasibility of our
approach.
Finally, we presented GTube (Chapter 6): geo-predictive video stream-
ing over HTTP in mobile environment. We have developed a smartphone
application to gather information and relate it to GPS locations. The infor-
mation collected is used to build a bandwidth map. A path prediction and
a geo-based bandwidth estimation method was presented for estimating the
future network conditions. We also provided two quality adaptation algo-
rithms which make use of the predicted bandwidth obtained in the previous
step. Experimental results show that the technique is effective to achieve
continuous playback and to provide higher and stabilized media quality to
the end user.
7.2 Limitations
Our research has shown that using location and viewing direction infor-
mation, coupled with timestamps, efficient video delivery systems can be
developed, more interesting information can be mined from video reposi-
tory, and user-generated video presentation can be more natural.




First, our viewable scene model assumes a 2D camera plane. In most
cases, this assumption does not affect the results for the POI detection
and visual distance estimation when the third dimension can be omitted.
However, our method is unaware of the altitude and elevation angle of the
camera. The estimation process always tries to find POIs on the ground
plane which may cause erroneous R estimation as showed in frame 260 of
Fig. 4.15. A future solution for this problem is to construct a field-of-view
model in 3D space so that the height of a POI can be considered.
Second, it is meaningful to analyze the GPS and compass error impact
on the accuracy of POI detection. In our current implementation we ap-
plied the GPS location filtering method introduced by Hakeem et al. [43].
We simply filtered out GPS values with GPS error values higher than 20
meters. Because some sample points were discarded, there existed a few
gaps between some consecutive GPS measurements and we linearly inter-
polated those values. We agree that our method does not always work (just
like content-based methods don’t always work). In our practical experience
the sensor accuracy is definitely an aspect that requires attention. Overall
we found that our method is quite robust. Because our method is based on
the FOVs constructed by continuous sensor data sampling, the sensor data
error can be balanced out to a certain degree, and should not significantly
affect the accuracy of POI detection and visual distance estimation.
Third, for bandwidth prediction in Chapter 6, as this is a new method
proposed, the original test geo-bandwidth dataset for the evaluation of
bandwidth prediction method were collected by me only. As the data
collection task is laborious, we did not acquire a large enough dataset.
Different measurements in same location during different time of the day are
not adequate. Therefore in our current system, we assume that bandwidth
in the same location is constant. However, this is definitely not true in
real situation. This problem can be solved by taking the geo-bandwidth
data sampling time into consideration. The input for bandwidth prediction
algorithm are not only location but also the time instant. After finding
the k-nearest locations of current location, the algorithm can select the
bandwidth value collected in the closest time point during a day in these




There are a lot of open issue in the area of transmission, processing and
presentation of sensor-rich video. In our future work we plan to extend our
approach in the following aspects:
• For the POI detection our two proposed methods each have their own
benefits. When targeting large scale applications, we may consider a
hybrid strategy to combine the two methods to achieve overall better
performance. Currently, our visual distance R estimation algorithm
only works when there exists one or more than one POIs within the
field-of-view. For frames with ambiguous content a user feedback
mechanism may be able to help improve the R estimation results.
Given the estimated distance R, we may use it to adjust the cen-
ter vector length of the stored field-of-view slices and hence obtain a
continuous stream of precise viewable scene descriptions correspond-
ing to the video frames. We plan to utilize such data to facilitate
many types of video applications such as video search and presenta-
tion. Furthermore, current work in spatio-temporal index structures
can not fully take advantage of dynamically changing field-of-view
shapes. Therefore, a better index structure is needed for fast access
to this type of data.
• For bandwidth prediction, currently we only use spatial distance as
weighted factor, later we will take the temporal factor into consid-
eration, expecting to get more accurate bandwidth results. We will
also investigate the problem of the frequency of geo-bandwidth data
uploads and frequency of bandwidth map updates, as they may af-
fect the interaction between server and clients and further affect the
users’ perceived experience. Due to the power-consuming property of
mobile streaming, it is necessary to provide energy-efficient streaming
solutions for mobile devices. We plan to take the battery life time
into consideration for the geo-bandwidth data collection,upload and
quality adaptation module. Nevertheless, we expect our approach
of leveraging location information to facilitate efficient mobile video
delivery to be useful for a wide range of novel applications.
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• Our approach can be enhanced further with incorporating the existing
or emerging content-based tools. As the content-based methods im-
prove and more semantic information become available for describing
video content, video management applications could do much more
for users than they do now by leveraging content based cues together
with automatically collected sensor meta-data. It is also interest-
ing to see the comparison between our sensor-rich approach and the
content-based approach.
• Using WiFi and GSM localization technologies, along with GPS,
would be an alternative solution to avoid unnecessary energy con-
sumption. Although in most cases GPS offers more accurate location
information than WiFi and GSM localization, the superiority of GPS
may decrease obviously when the vehicle is moving in urban areas.
Sometimes GPS has significant outliers due to tall buildings or a tree
cover, while WiFi localization can perform very well because there
exist many urban WiFi access points. Therefore it would be inter-
esting to develop an online algorithm that dynamically selects the
best location sensor to sample considering available energy and the
current uncertainty of the trajectory.
• Currently, our application for sensor-rich video collection only works
outdoor because GPS receiver requires an unobstructed view of the
sky. Indoor localization techniques with mobile phone [14, 13] need
to be integrated into our current implementation in order to provide
indoor information collection functionality.
• In addition to GPS and compass, other sensor devices can be em-
bedded to the cameras to collect additional meta-data which can be
used to enhance the search functionality. For example, compact and
portable distance sensor solution can be attached to cameras to es-
timate the distance to large objects in front of the camera. In our
current viewable scene model we assume that no objects in geo-space
block the camera view.
• To enable video search on a larger scale, a standard format for georef-
erenced video annotations must be established and issues for enabling
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automated integration with other providers’ data have to be investi-
gated. A standard file format which is used to store point of interest
(POI) data are also needed, so that the POI data collected by differ-
ent vendors and devices can be exchanged.
• At last, encourage by the conclusions in this thesis, it is worth to
work on a real-world deployment for the proposed sensor-rich video
streaming system, providing efficient and effective streaming service
to the end users.
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